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COMPTROLLER GENERAL OF THE UNITEO STATES 

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20548 

The Honorable William Proxmire 
,’ United States Senate 

/’ 
~ Dear Senator Proxmire: 

I As you requested on November 8, 1974, we have reviewed 
the Department of the Treasury’s administration of the con- 
tract compliance program for financial institutions. 

The contract compliance program is intended to insure 
that Government contractors follow equal employment opportu- 
nity principles and practices. Most financial institutions, 
including banks and savings and loan associations, have es- 
tablished contractual relationships with Treasury and are 
subject to the program’s requirements. Treasury is respon- 
sible for administering the program for financial institutions 
in accordance with guidelines prescribed by the Department of 

1 Labor. 

We are making several recommendations to the.Secretary 
of the Treasury to improve program administration. In two 
previously issued reports, we made several recommendations to 
the Secretary of Labor to improve the administration of the 
program (ND-75-63, Apr. 29, 1975, and MWD-75-72, Aug. 25, 
1975). 

x> Officials of the Departments of the Treasury and Labor 
, and of the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission have com- 

mented on a draft of this report, and their views have been 
considered. We have also obtained comments from the finan- 
cial institutions discussed in the report. 

As your office agreed, we are sending copies of this re- 
port to interested Members and Committees of the Congress, 
agency officials, and the financial institutions. 

Sincerely yours, 

Comptroller General 
of the United States 
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DIGEST ------ 

The contract compliance program is intended 
to insure that contractors and subcontractors 
provide equal employment opportunity. 

Treasury is responsible for administering 
the program at financial institutions, includ- 
ing banks and savings and loan associations. 
(See p. 1.) 

Treasury, however, has made limited progress 
in assuring that financial institutions 
have acceptable affirmative action programs 
and comply with the Executive order estab- 
lishing the program. (See p. 5.) 

Each year, Treasury reviews only about 1 or 
2 percent of the estimated 16,500 financial 
institutions subject to the Executive order. 
(See p. 6.) These reviews are not meeting 
Labor's standards for examining contractors 
to determine compliance with equal employment 
opportunity requirements. (See p. 8.) 

Treasury headquarters officials do not have 
sufficient management information to effec- 
tively manage and administer the program. 
(See p. 12.) Not all financial institu- 
tions subject to program requirements have 
been identified. (See p. 14.) Treasury 
is not consulting with the Equal Employ- 
ment Opportunity Commission (see p. 16), 
nor is it enforcing the program according 
to Labor guidelines. (See p. 19.) 

Treasury has approved financial institutions' 
affirmative action programs that do not meet 
Labor guidelines. The guidelines require a 
comprehensive written analysis of a contrac- 
tor's work force, employment practices, and 
planned affirmative action measures to improve 
job opportunities for minorities and women. 

Tear Sheet. Upon removal, the report 
cover date should be noted hereon. 
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(S&e p. 22. ) Recent?actions to enforce the 
program’s requirements were taken only after 
financial institutions’ extended failure to 
comply. (See p. 28.) 

The program’s credibility has been seriously im- 
paired by Treasury’s record of nonenforcement-- 
even in instances of financial institutions’ 
deliberate refusal to comply with requirements, 
Treasury should invoke stronger enforcement 
measures against noncompliant institutions. 
(See p. 31.) 

In previous reports, GAO made several recom- 
mendations to Labor to improve its monitoring 
of and guidance to Treasury and other com- 
pl iance agent ies. 

RECOMMENDATIONS --------- 
d’ The Secretary of the Treasury should require 

responsible officials to: 

--Insure that financial institutions are Ire- 
viewed according to Labor’s standards and 
procedures l 

--Establish a management information system 
to accurately identify, at least (1) which 
institutions have been reviewed and when, 
(2) which institutions have been notified 
of compliance or noncompliance with the 
program’s requirements and when, and (3) 
which institutions’ compliance statuses have 
been withheld pending corrective action. 

--Emphasize to the field staff the importance 
of reporting accurate management informa- 
tion in accordance with Labor guidelines 
so that Treasury can report accurately to 
Labor. 

--Use information available from the Federal 
Reserve banks and the Social Security Ad- 
ministration to maintain a current listing 
of financial institutions subject to Execu- 
tive Order 11246 and coordinate identifica- 
tion efforts with Labor. 
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--Consult with the Equal Employment Opportu- 
nity Commission as required by the memoran- 
dum of understanding. (See pp. 17 and 18.) 

--Enforce the contract compliance program 
according to Labor guidelines by (1) keep- 
ing to time limitations and (2) initiating 
sanctions when institutions are not comply- 
ing, rather than relying on moral suasion, 
technical assistance, and voluntary com- 
pliance. 

The Secretary of the Treasury should direct 
appropriate officials to take full enforce- 
ment measures against financial institutions 
with long histories of noncompliance with 
substantive program requirements. Actions 
should be taken particularly against those 
which refuse to comply. Those measures 
should be kept in effect until the institu- 
tions implement equal employment opportunity 
and affirmative action principles and prac- 
tices. (See p. 32.) 

AGENCY ACTIONS AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES 

Treasury said the report generally identified 
many deficiencies it had previously noted 
and sought to correct prior to receiving the 
report. Treasury also said the report does 
not provide adequate recognition to the 
significant improvements which have been in- 
stituted during the past 18 months. Treasury 
also cited a number of circumstances which it 
believes should be considered in assessing its 
over-all performance. Treasury's comments re- 
sulted in a number of unresolved issues. GAO 
has considered these comments but believes 
that Treasury should act on the recommenda- 
tions in this report. (See p. 42.) 

The Department of Labor did not provide us 
with formal comments. Labor officials made 
verbal suggestions for clarifying the report, 
and these suggestions have been incorporated 
into the report where appropriate. (See 
p. 53.) 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
expressed concern that the report may violate 
a law prohibiting it from publicly disclos- 
ing information relating to discrimination 



charges J GAO does nijt believe, however, that 
the report violates the confidentiality pro- 
visions of the law. (See pp* 53 and 54.) 

‘ The financial institutions discussed in the 
report generally said they tried in good 
faith to comply with program requirements. 
They denied any’ discriminatory conduct e 
(See p* 54.). 



CHAPTER 1 w-e--- 

INTRODUCTION -------- 

The Federal contract compliance program was established 
to carry out Executive Order 11246, which was signed by the 
President in 1965 and amended in 1967. The order (1) for- 
bids employment discrimination by Government contractors 
and subcontractors on the basis of race, color, religion, 
sex, or national origin and (2) requires Government contrac- 
tors to take affirmative action to insure equal opportunity 
in all aspects of employment. The program is divided into 
two segments --construction and nonconstruction. 

The Secretary of Labor is responsible for administer- 
ing the Executive order and has delegated overall program 
responsibility-- except for the authority to issue general 
rules and regulations --to the Director of the Office of 
Federal Contract Compliance Programs (OFCCP) of the Employ- 
ment Standards Administration. OFCCP guides and monitors 
other Government agencies’ implementation of the program. 
The Director of OFCCP delegated primary responsibility 
for enforcing the program at nonconstruction contractors’ 
facilities to 11 Federal agencies: the Departments of 
Agriculture, Commerce, Defense, Interior, Treasury, Trans- 
portation, and Health, Education, and Welfare; the Energy 
Research and Development, General Services, and Veterans 
Administrations; and the Postal Service. 

Effective April 1976, Labor reduced the number of 
compliance agencies responsible for nonconstruction con-. 
tractors from 11 to 10 by transferring the Postal Service’s 
compliance responsibility to the General Services Adminis- 
tration.. 

These designated agencies are responsible for review- 
ing nonconstruction contractors within industries assigned 
by OFCCP primarily on the basis of standard industrial 
classification codes. Under this system, the Department 
of the Treasury is assigned compliance responsibility for 
financial institutions, including National and State banks, 
mutual savings banks, and savings and loan associations. 
Most of these institutions are subject to program require- 
ments because they have established a contractual relation- 
ship with the Government to act as depositaries of Federal 
funds or to issue and pay U.S. savings bonds and notes. 
Treasury has no responsibility under the construction pro- 
gram. 

The Secretary of the Treasury has designated the Assist- 
ant Secretary for Administration as the contract compliance 
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officer fori Treasury. The’ Assistant Secretary has as- 
signed the Office of Equal Opportunity Program to administer 
the contract compliance program for financial institutions 
but has retained the responsibilities of issuing “show 
cause” notices and approving conciliation agreements. 
Within the Office of Equal Opportunity Program, the Di- 
rector and five field offices have responsibility for en- 
forcing the Executive order in accordance with Treasury 
and Labor guidelines. Treasury has regional offices in 
Atlanta r Chicago, Los Angeles, Aous ton, and Washing ton p 
D.C. During fiscal year 1976, Treasury initiated action 
to establish an additional regional office in New York City. 

Guidelines issued by Treasury and Labor provide that 
each financial institution, subject to the program and 
having 50 or more employees, must write an affirmative ac- 
tion program (AAP) for each of its establishments that 
hire, promote, and separate personnel . The AAP must con- 
tain specific data, including: 

--A “utilization analysis” for all major job groups 
at the facility, with explanation if minorities 
or women are currently being “underutilized” in 
any groups. “Underutilization” is defined as hav- 
ing fewer minorities or women in a particular job 
group than would reasonably be expected by their 
availability. 

--An analysis of other aspects of the contractor’s 
employment policies--recruitment, hiring, place- 
ment, promotions, terminations, and training--to 
determine whether they adversely affect minorities 
or women l 

--An analysis of the wages and salaries paid a samp- 
ling of minorities and women to determine whether 
an incumbent’s race or sex has any relationship to 
differences in salaries or rates of pay. 

--Goals and timetables for improving employment op- 
portunities of minorities and women in those areas 
where the contractor is found deficient,, 

During compliance reviews (including preaward reviews, 
initial compliance reviews, followup reviews, and com- 
plaint investigations), compliance officers are required 
to comprehensively analyze each aspect of contractor em- 
ployment policies, systems, and practices, to see if they 
are meeting nondiscrimination and affirmative action re- 
quirements, If the compliance agency finds that the con- 
tractor has not prepared a required AAP, has deviated 
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substantially from an approved AAP, or has an unacceptable 
program, a show-cause notice must be issued, giving the 
contractor 30 days to explain why enforcement procedures 
should not be instituted. 

According to an OFCCP official, the show-cause dead- 
line can be postponed when a compliance agency assesses the 
contractor’s good faith and requests such an extension from 
OFCCP. If the contractor does not (1) show good cause for 
failure to comply with the program or (2) take corrective 
action, appropriate sanctions will be initiated, after the 
contractor has a chance to request a formal hearing. The 
sanctions include contract cancellation, termination, com- 
plete or partial suspension, and debarment from future 
Government contracts. 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) also 
has responsibility for contractors under title VII of the 
1964 Civil Rights Act, which prohibits discrimination in 
hiring, upgrading, and other conditions of employment on 
the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. 
EEOC investigates charges of discrimination against employers, 
labor organizations, and public and private employment agen- 
cies. If it finds reasonable cause to believe that a charge 
is true, EEOC will seek a full remedy through conciliation. 
The Equal Employment Opportunity Act of 1972 gave EEOC the 
authority to initiate a civil action when conciliation fails. 

SCOPE OF REVIEW ------- 

As Senator William Proxmire requested (see app. I), ,we 
evaluated Treasury’s administration of the program. We re- 
viewed the Executive order and related rules and regulations 
issued by Labor and Treasury. We examined bank compliance 
files, reports, correspondence, and other records for Septem- 
ber 1970 through November 1975 at Treasury’s Office of Equal 
Opportunity Program and Labor’s OFCCP. We also reviewed 
the actions taken by Treasury, OFCCP, and EEOC on specific 
discrimination complaints. 

Our review was performed at 

--Treasury’s headquarters office in Washington, D.C., 
and regional offices there and in Chicago, 

--Labor’s headquarters office in Washington, D.C., and 

--EEOC’s headquarters office in Washington, D.C., and 
district offices there and in Baltimore and Chicago. 
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We met with selected representatives of Chicago financial 
institutions and discussed Treasury’s contract compliance 
program. We also talked to some complainants and obtained 
information on their complaints against financial institu- 
tions. 

We previously issued two reports containing recommen- 
dations to the Secretary of Labor to improve this program. 

1. “The Equal Employment Opportunity Program for Fed- 
eral Nonconstruction Contractors Can Be Improved” 
(MWD-75-63, Apr. 29, 1975) and 

2. “More Assurances Needed That Colleges and Universi- 
ties with Government Contracts Provide Equal Employ- 
ment Opportunity” (MWD-75-72, Aug. 25, 1975). 



CHAPTER 2 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE CONTRACT COMPLIANCE PROGRAM 

FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS NEEDS IMPROVEMENT 

Treasury estimates that 16,500 financial institutions in 
the United States were subject to Executive Order 11246 and 
related guidelines as of June 1975. Treasury's program has 
made very limited progress in insuring that these institu- 
tions are in compliance. 

More specifically: 

--In fiscal years 1971-75, Treasury reviewed less than 
10 percent of the institutions. Treasury's policy is 
to review only those financial institutions with 50 
or more employees. Since there are about 6,000 such 
institutions, this policy excludes about 10,500 fi- 
nancial institutions that are subject to the Executive 
order. 

--Treasury has not consistently complied with standards 
established by Labor to improve compliance reviews. 

--Treasury does not have reliable information identify- 
ing which financial institutions have been reviewed 
and when their compliance or noncompliance with the 
Executive order was determined. Such information is 
necessary for effective management of the program. 

--Treasury has reported inaccurate and incomplete com- 
pliance review information to Labor. This misinfor- 
mation is used by Labor in monitoring Treasury's 
program and assessing the progress of financial in- 
stitutions in improving employment opportunities. 

--Treasury has not identified all financial institutions 
which are subject to the Executive order and guide- 
lines. There are sources of information which could 
be used to identify such institutions, as well as 
those required to prepare affirmative action programs. 

--Treasury has not consulted with the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission before making compliance re- 
views as required by the Labor-EEOC memorandum of 
understanding issued in 1970 and revised in 1974. 
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SMALL PERCENTAGE OF 
FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS REVIEWED 

Treasury is not reviewing an adequate portion of the 
financial institutions subject to the Executive order. In 
fiscal years 1971-75, it made compliance reviews at only 
a small percentage of these institutions. 

Treasury has followed a policy of reviewing only those 
financial institutions employing 50 or more, There are 
about 6,000 such institutions; therefore, Treasury has sys- 
tematically excluded about 10,500 institutions estimated to be 
subject to the Executive order. Treasury and Labor off i- 
cials said Labor guidelines by implication do not require 
that a compliance agency review contractors employing fewer 
than 50 persons because the guidelines require that com- 
pliance reviews begin with a review of the contractors” af- 
firmative action programs. Labor guidelines are not specific 
on this issue, however, and o’ther compliance agencies rou- 
tinely review contractors with fewer employees. We be1 ieve 
that contractors employing fewer than 50 should not be immune 
from review and that Treasury should review such contractors 
on a sample basis to achieve necessary coverage. 

The following table shows for fiscal years 1971 through 
1975 the percentages of both the 16,500 total institutions 
and the 6,000 employing 50 or more reviewed by Treasury. 

Fiscal 
year 

Number 
reviewed 

As a percentage of 
Institutions 

Total estimated employing 
institutions 50 or more 

(note a) (note a) 

1971 158 1.0 2.6 
1972 323 2.0 5.4 
1973 378 2.3 6.3 
1974 364 2.2 6.1 
1975 200 1.2 3.3 

TO Gil 1,423 8.6 23.7 

a/Since many institutions were reviewed more than once, the 
actual percentage reviewed is lower e (See app. II.) 

In an October 24, 1974, memorandum to the heads of all 
agencies, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs 
said it had reviewed the compliance agencies’ resource re- 
quests for fiscal year 1976 and had sought to obtain in- 
creases for agencies that were not reviewing adequate por- 
tions of their universe. OFCCP also stated that coverage 
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by compliance agencies of less than 20 percent of their as- 
signed workload was clearly inadequate. 

As shown above, Treasury has reviewed about 1 or 2 per- 
cent of its total estimated institutions in any fiscal year. 
Further , only 23.7 percent of institutions employing 50 or 
more were reviewed in fiscal years 1971-75--an average 4.7 
percent a year. At this rate, Treasury would take about 21 
years to review all such institutions, assuming that each 
was reviewed only once. 

The Secretary of Labor recommended to the Secretary of 
the Treasury an increase of 17 staff-years for Treasury’s 
contract compliance program for fiscal year 1976. The Sec- 
retary of Labor stated that these additional resources would 
enable Treasury to (1) increase its coverage of the estimated 
6,000 financial institutions having 50 or more employees and 
(2) establish a New York regional office because 26 percent 
of its estimated universe is located in the northeast, with 
a large concentration in Mew York City. However, Treasury 
officials said their contract compliance program has been 
budgeted an increase of only 5 staff-years for fiscal year 
1976 and that a New York regional office consisting of a 
regional manager and two compliance officers has been ap- 
proved. 

In selecting financial institutions for review, Treas- 
ury relied on informal internally developed criteria. which 
included such factors as a history of slow compliance with 
program requirements, the minority population in the geo- 
graphic area served by the financial institutions, and 
whether discrimination complaints were received. Also, be- 
cause of periodic constraints on travel funds, selection 
has somet’imes been based on the institutions’ proximity to 
other financial institutions and to Treasury’s five field 
offices rather than on the potential for improving job op- 
portunities for minorities and women. 

In addition to these selection criteria, in July 1970 
Treasury established an objective of reviewing the Nation’s 
300 largest financial institutions. Since these 300 employ 
about one-half of all persons working in financial institu- 
tions, officials believed these institutions offered the 
most potential for improving job opportunities. As of 
July 1975, however, Treasury had yet to review 42 of these 
institutions. 



Treasury’s reviews of financial institutions 
to improve job opportunities for women 

In its fiscal year 1975 budget submission, Treasury 
noted that, although women represent about 65 percent of 
the total banking work force, their talents were not being 
fully utilized. Reports submitted by financial institutions 
show that women employees are concentrated in office and 
clerical jobs rather than executive and professional posi- 
tions e (See app# III.) 

Effective December 1971, the Labor Department’s guide- 
lines were revised to require contractors to analyze the 
employment of women and, as a part of the AAPs to set goals 
and timetables for improving their job opportunities. In 
April 1972, Treasury implemented Labor’s guidelines and 
began considering the employment of women as a part of com- 
pliance reviews. Thus, the status of job opportunities 
for women has not been determined at those financial insti- 
tutions not reviewed since April 1972. 

Our analysis shows that as of July 1, 1975, 105, or 
35 percent, of the Nation’s 300 largest financial institu- 
tions had not yet been reviewed to evaluate job opportunities 
for women. These 105 consist of the 42 institutions which 
Treasury had not yet reviewed and 63 institutions which were 
reviewed before April 1972. 

TREASURY REVIEWS NOT MEETING LABOR’S STANDARDS 

In June 1974 Labor reported to Treasury on an evalua- 
tion of its contract compliance program and cited patterns of 
underutilization of minorities and women in certain segments 
of the banking industry. 

Labor stated, in part, that: 

“We have noted that women (including minority women) 
tend to be concentrated in operating units contain- 
ing the teller I secretarial and other off ice, clerical 
and administrative classifications. Male minorities 
tend to be concentrated in the messenger, chauffeur, 
janitorial and other related classifications and are 
not utilized to a great extent in the teller classi- 
fication, particularly in those locations outside the 
central city. Further I and most importantly, minori- 
ties and women tend to be excluded from those specific 
classifications within professional and executive job 
categories . Where they are employed in such positions 
they tend to be excluded from those departments or 
units such as trusts, investments, corporate loans and 
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others which offer the most potential in terms of pay, 
status and related benefits.” 

Labor found no indication that Treasury’s compliance 
reviews were identifying such patterns. In examining Treas- 
ury’s written compliance review reports, Labor found indi- 
cations that many financial institutions’ AAPs were deficient. 
For example, some AAPs accepted by Treasury contained utiliza- 
tion analyses based on nine broad job categories (e.g., offi- 
cials and managers and professionals) or job groupings too 
general to permit the identification of potential deficien- 
cies r including possible affected-class discrimination. L/ 
Labor stated that, unless Treasury’s compliance reviews 
disclosed the full extent of this apparent underutilization 
and exclusion of minorities and women by financial institu- 
tions, the requirements for goals and timetables and appro- 
priate remedies for affected-class situations cannot be 
applied in accordance with Labor guidelines. 

The report advised Treasury tha.t procedural weaknesses 
and inadequate resources were resulting in superficial com- 
pliance reviews at financial institutions. Labor stated, 
in part, that: 

‘“We have repeatedly noted, for example, that com- 
pliance reviews of major banking institutions have 
in the past been conducted within a timeframe which 
is not sufficient to conduct the thorough analysis 
and resulting conciliation and enforcement processes 
necessary to achieve compliance with the requirements 
of the Executive order. 

‘I In other aspects, Treasury’s compliance program tends 
to emphasize education, persuasion and public rela- 
tions at the expense of thorough on-site analysis and 
enforcement.” 

Finally, Labor said it had issued standardized compliance 
review procedures for identifying apparent violations of the 
Executive order, to assist compliance agencies in promptly 
achieving full employment potential for minorities and women. 
These procedures require compliance agencies to complete 
the following five steps within SO days of receiving a con- 
tractor’s AAP, unless Labor extends this period for good 
cause. 

--- 

l/An affected class includes those who suffer present effects 
of past discrimination. 
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1. Perform a desk audit i’? of the AAP (except in special 
circumstances requiring an immediate onsite review) 
to determine if the contractor has made a “good 
faith” effort to prepare its AAP according to Labor 
guide1 ines . 

2. Perform an onsite review, comprehensively evaluating 
each aspect of the contractor’s employment practices 
and policies, unless the desk audit finds the AAP ac- 
ceptable and an onsite review has been conducted with- 
in the last 24 months. 

3. Perform an offsite analysis when needed to evaluate 
possible deficiencies or violations. 

4. Write a compliance review report and issue a com- 
pliance letter when the contractor is complying or 
issue a notice requiring a contractor within 30 
days to show cause why enforcement proceedings should 
not be instituted, 

5. Forward a “coding sheet” to Labor, stating the date 
the contractor’s AAP was accepted and the number of 
employees by race and sex in each of nine job cate- 
gories (eqg.I officials and managers and profes- 
sionals), so Labor can assess women’s and minorities’ 
job progress. 

We found that Treasury was not consistently following 
Labor’s compliance review procedures. The individual bank 
files maintained at Treasury headquarters for financial 
institutions in Chicago; Washington, D.C.; and Maryland 
showed that 20 reviews had been made in Chicago and none 
in the other locations from July 1973 through December 1974. 
None of Treasury’s 20 reviews at financial institutions in 
Chicago had followed all of Labor’s procedures. 

The reviews lacked: 

Number 

Desk audits 13 
Compliance reports 
Compliance letters 
Coding sheets 

15 
4 

15 

l/A desk audit is a review of a contractor’s AAP conducted 
- at the compliance agency’s office before the onsite review. 
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Among the 13 compliance reviews lacking adequate desk 
audits, we found 6 instances where Treasury did not ask the 
financial institutions to submit their AAPs for desk audit. 
Instead, Treasury instructed them to prepare their AAPs for 
an onsite review. For the other seven compliance reviews, 
Treasury did not perform a desk audit because six financial 
institutions submitted incomplete AAPs and one submitted no 
AAP. l/ 

Treasury compliance officers also failed to submit writ- 
ten compliance reports to Treasury headquarters and to write 
letters informing financial institutions of their compliance 
with the Executive order. The individual bank files showed 
that for 15 of the 20 Treasury reviews, its compliance of- 
ficers did not prepare compliance reports on deficiencies 
identified in AAPs nor evaluate corrective actions planned 
or taken. 

In 13 instances, Treasury issued compliance letters to 
institutions based on onsite reviews, even though desk au- 
dits were not performed or compliance reports were not pre- 
pared. The bank files at Treasury headquarters also showed 
that in four instances, Treasury did not notify the financial 
institutions of their compliance with the Executive order, 
though required to by Labor guidelines. 

Our analysis of the 20 individual Chicago bank files 
showed that Treasury forwarded the required coding sheets 
to Labor for only 5 of the 20 reviews. (See p. 14.) 

Treasury officials say they are improving their reviews 
and assuring that Labor’s guidelines are followed. For ex- 
ample, in July 1975 each regional office began training com- 
pliance officers and officials of financial institutions in 
the preparation of AAPs. Also, in July 1975, all Treasury 
regional offices began using a newly developed operational 
handbook and booklet entitled “Standardized Compliance Re- 
view Report Format” to assist its compliance officers in re- 
viewing financial institutions and preparing Labor’s com- 
pl iance reports. However, Treasury officials have not es- 
tablished a system for insuring that all coding sheets are 
forwarded to Labor. 

During March and June 1975, Labor commented on Treas- 
ury’s progress, stating that its evaluations of compliance 
reviews performed during fiscal year 1975 showed that 

l-/See p. 22 for a more detailed discussion of AAPs not meeting 
Labor standards. 
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Treasury was becoming more thorough. However I Labor no ted 
that Treasury was inadequately considering the possibility 
of affected classes. 

INADEQUATE MANAGEMENT INFORMATION 

Treasury has not adopted a management information system 
that would enable officials to effectively manage and admin- 
ister the contract compliance program. We recognize that in 
any program area responsible officials must be allowed cer- 
tain discretion in determining what programwide information 
is needed for informed management decisions. However, certain 
information is clearly needed, such as 

--which financial institutions are subject to the pro- 
gram (see p@ 14), 

--where and when compliance reviews have been performed, 

--which institutions have been notified that they were 
or were not complying with program requirements, and 
when, and 

--which institutions” compliance statuses have been with- 
held pending corrective action. 

We found that Treasury’s’ management information system 
does not reliably cover these minimal requirements. At the 
outset of our review, the management information available 
to Treasury headquarters on the contract compliance program 
was limited to individual files containing such items as cor- 
respondence relating to reviews of the banks, the banks’ em- 
ployer information reports, and AAPs. The files were incom- 
plete and did not contain all pertinent information relating 
to reviews of some banks. Moreover, Treasury headquarters 
had no files on some banks it had reviewed. In October 
1975 Treasury headquarters sent its files to the responsible 
regional offices as part of an overall plan of decentralizing 
responsibility for the program. 

At our request, Treasury officials prepared a chrono- 
logical listing of financial institutions reviewed during 
fiscal years 1971-75. This list included (1) the name and 
location of each financial institution reviewed, (2) the 
dates of each review, and (3) the dates each institution 
was found in compliance with the Executive order, 

However, the list was inaccurate. For example, it 
shows for May 1974 that, of 15 institutions reviewed, 4 were 
later found in compliance 0 However, other records showed 
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that 10 of the 15 institutions reviewed during May 1974 were 
later notified of their compliance. 

Treasury’s list did not include the names and locations 
of all financial institutions reviewed. For example, it 
showed that one of Treasury’s regional offices made two 
compliance reviews during February 1975, but compliance files 
revealed that five financial institutions were reviewed by 
that regional office during February. 

The list also reported more reviews than were actually 
performed in some inst.ances. For example, it showed that 
during May 1974 one of Treasury’s regional offices reviewed 
seven financial institutions and that six of these seven were 
reviewed at various other times during fiscal year 1975. Com- 
pl iance files showed that each of the six institutions had 
been reviewed during fiscal year 1975 but not in May 1974. 

As of October 1975, Treasury headquarters’ only record 
of the compliance reviews performed and the compliance status 
of financial institutions was this listing prepared at our 
request. Considering the inaccuracy of this listing, Treasury 
should review its records and correct the omissions and er- 
rors. 

INACCURATE REPORTING TO LABOR --- 

Labor is responsible for monitoring compliance agencies 
to insure that they are performing in accordance with the 
Executive order and its own guidelines. Labor requires com- 
pliance agencies to submit monthly progress reports showing 
the number of AAPs reviewed and approved and letters issued 
informing contractors of their compliance status. 

We found that Treasury’s monthly progress reports sub- 
mitted to Labor were inaccurate. For example, during fiscal 
year 1975, Treasury repor ted 231 compliance reviews. Other 
records show, however, that only 200 reviews were performed. 

Officials at Treasury headquarters stated that the in- 
consistencies between its reports to Labor and other Treasury 
records were caused partly by misunderstanding Labor guide- 
lines. They explained that some regional compliance staff 
incorrectly considered the desk audit and the onsite review 
of the same financial institution as two separate reviews. 

During fiscal year 1975, Treasury’s monthly progress 
reports also showed 141 compliance letters sent to financial 
institutions. However, other records show only 121 such 
letters. A Treasury official said this discrepancy was due 
to inaccurate reporting by some regional off ices. 
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Els of October 1975, Treagury had not yet established an 
adequate system for assuring accurate compliance review in- 
formation from its regional offices. For example I during 
the first quarter of fiscal yea.r 1976, Treasury reported to 
Labor 29 more compliance reviews than were actually com- 
ple ted. 

Labor has adopted a system to measure Federal contrac- 
tors’ progress in improving the employment of minorities and 
women e Since March 1973, compliance agencies have been re- 
quired to submit coding sheets to Labor after each compliance 
review, showing employment data by nine basic job categories, 
such as officials and managers, professionals, and laborers. 
When collected and processed I the data would summarize Fed- 
eral contractors’ work forces, goals, and achievements in 
employing minorities and women. This system is designed to 
allow Labor to evaluate individual compliance reviews, as 
well as the compliance agencies’ overall efforts. 

According to Labor it could not use 539, or 79 percent, 
of the 684 coding sheets submitted by Treasury during March 
1973 through June 1975 because they were inaccurate or in- 
complete e 

FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS SUBJECT TO THE 
EXECUTIVE ORDER NOT IDENTIFIED 

Labor guidelines provide that each compliance agency is 
responsible for assuring that the assigned contractors comply 
with the Executive order and its implementing rules and regu- 
lations. However, Treasury has not identified all the finan- 
cial institutions subject to the Executive order or all the 
institutions required to prepare AAPs. Without such identi- 
fication, Treasury cannot systematically select institutions 
for review. Additional sources of information could be used 
to identify institutions subject to the Executive order, as 
well as those required to prepare AAPs. 

Treasury’s attempts to identify financial institutions, 
employing 50 or more and subject to the Executive orderl have 
not been entirely successful. During fiscal years 1972 and 
1973, Treasury obtained from EEOC the joint Labor-EEOC re- 
porting forms (employer information reports) filed with EEOC 
by financial institutions with 100 or more employees through- 
out the Nation. Until January 1975 all employers with 100 
or more employees and subject to title VII of the Civil Rights 
Act of 1964, as amended, or Executive Order 11246 were re- 
quired to submit the reporting forms yearly. Using these 
formsr Treasury was able to identify only 1,414, or about 9 
percent, of the institutions estimated to be subject to the 
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Executive order. In January 1975 the reporting requirements 
were expanded to cover Federal Government contractors employ- 
ing 50 or more instead of 100. 

In September 1974 Treasury obtained from the Federal 
Deposit Insurance Corporation a computer listing of the names 
and addresses for about 19,000 financial institutions, in- 
cluding most commercial banks, savings and loan associations, 
and savings banks, in the United States and its territories. 
However, this listing does not identify which institutions 
are subject to the Executive order, nor does it always iden- 
tify the number of persons employed. 

Treasury’s recent attempts to identify financial institu- 
tions subject to the Executive order have concentrated on a 
project for expanding the information obtained from the Fed- 
eral Deposit Insurance Corporation. The project’s objective 
is to create an automated data base of (1) all U.S. financial 
institutions employing 50 or more that are subject to the 
Executive order and (2) current data on each institution’s 
work force by race and sex. This project will involve mail- 
ing the joint Labor-EEOC employer information report forms to 
6,416 financial institutions identified from the Federal De- 
posit Insurance Corporation listing. 

However, Treasury officials said the information to be 
provided may be delayed due to a shortage of forms. They 
also suspect that not all financial institutions will return 
the forms as requested. Moreover, when complete, this data 
base will not identify financial institutions with fewer than 
50 employees. 

As of September 24, 1975, 1,073 financial institutions 
had not returned the employer information reports. Al though 
not all financial institutions subject to the Executive order 
will be identified, the project should provide useful data 
by race and sex on the respondent institutions’ work forces. 

We believe other sources of information are readily 
available to help Treasury more accurately identify the 
financial institutions subject to the Executive order and the 
number of persons they employ. Financial institutions are 
subject to the requirements of the Executive order if they 
establish a contractual relationship with the Government to 
(1) act as depositaries of Federal funds or (2) issue and 
pay U.S. savings bonds and notes. Under Treasury regulations, 
all financial institutions acting as depositaries of Federal 
funds must file prescribed agreement forms and pledge col- 
lateral security with the appropriate Federal Reserve bank. 
Also, all financial institutions issuing and paying U.S. 
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savings bonds and notes must file the prescribed application- 
agreement forms with the appropriate Federal Reserve bank. 

According to Treasury officials, information identifying 
financial institutions having contractual relationships with 
the Government is available from the Federal Reserve banks. 
They also stated that, because financial institutions are 
required to file the prescrib.ed agreement forms under a 
variety of circumstances, such as first time application, 
mergers of institutions, and changes to the institutions’ 
charters, the Federal Reserve banks’ information will always 
be current. 

The Social Security Administration has information 
identifying financial institutions and showing the number of 
persons employed by those institutions. This information 
is obtained from the employers” quarterly social security 
tax reports e A Social Security Administration official said 
the agency could provide Treasury with current information on 
the number of persons employed by each financial institution. 
Thus, Treasury would be able to determine which financial in- 
stitutions are required to have AAPs. 

In a previously issued report (MWD-75-63, Apr. 29, 1975), 
we made several recommendations to the Secretary of Labor to 
improve the administration of the contract compliance program. 
One of our recommendations was that Labor assist compliance 
agencies to better identify contractors under their responsi- 
bility. On July 7, 1975, Labor said it was contracting with 
a private firm to obtain a listing of firms covered by the 
Executive order. 

Since Treasury can obtain complete and current informa- 
tion from the Federal Reserve banks on financial institutions 
subject to the Executive order, we believe that Treasury 
should coordinate with Labor to avoid any duplication of ef- 
fort or unnecessary expense. 

LACK OF TREASURY-EEOC CONSULTATION 

Labor and EEOC have entered into a memorandum of under- 
standing I approved in May 1970 and revised in September 1974, 
to reduce the duplication of compliance review activities and 
provide for the exchange of information. Our review showed 
that Treasury, acting on behalf of Labor in reviewing finan- 
cial institutions, did not consult with EEOC before conduct- 
ing compliance reviews. 

The 1970 and 1974 memorandums provide that, before re- 
viewing compliance or investigating complaints against Gov- 
ernment contractors, Labor will ask EEOC whether it has 
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--processed similar or identical charges against the 
contractor or 

--collected information in prior investigations which 
may have a bearing on the contractor’s compliance with 
the Executive order. 

We analyzed compliance files on 49 Chicago and Washing- 
ton, D.C., financial institutions reviewed by Treasury from 
January 1972 through December 1974. The 49 files showed no 
evidence that Treasury had contacted EEOC. During our review 
Treasury compliance officers in Chicago and Washington said 
that the memorandum is not being implemented and they do not 
contact EEOC before performing compliance reviews and deter- 
mining financial institutions’ compliance. 

Labor officials said that Labor and EEOC had not devel- 
oped the necessary systems, procedures, and standards to 
enable compliance agencies to fully implement the memorandum 
of understanding. EEOC stated that specific procedures for 
further implementing the memorandum of understanding are 
under active discussion. 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

We recommend that the Secretary require responsible 
officials to: 

--Insure that financial institutions are reviewed ac- 
cording to Labor’s standards and procedures. 

--Establish a management information system to accurately 
identify, at least (1) which institutions have been re- 
viewed and when, (2) which institutions have been noti- 
fied of compliance or noncompliance with the program’s 
requirements and when, and (3) which institutions’ com- 
pliance statuses have been withheld pending corrective 
action. 

--Emphasize to the field staff the importance of report- 
ing accurate management information in accordance with 
Labor guidelines, so that Treasury can report accu- 
rately to Labor. 

--Use information available from the Federal Reserve 
banks and the Social Security Administration to main- 
tain a current listing of financial institutions sub- 
ject to Executive Order 11246 and coordinate identifi- 
cation efforts with Labor. 
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--Cons’ult with EEOC as re<uired by the Labor-EEOC mem- 
orandum of understanding,. 
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CHAPTER 3 ---- 

NEED FOR STRONGER ENFORCEMENT OF THE CONTRACT --I--------------- ---------- 

COMPLIANCE PROGRAM FOR FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS _----- ----e-----1 

Labor guidelines require that immediately upon finding 
that a contractor has not prepared a required affirmative ac- 
tion program, has deviated substantially from an approved AAP, 
or has an unacceptable program, the contracting officer, the 
compliance agency representative, or the Office of Federal 
Contract Compliance Programs representative shall notify the 
appropriate compliance agency and OFCCP. The compliance 
agency is then required to give the contractor 30 days’ no- 
tice to show cause why enforcement proceedings should not 
be instituted. Enforcement measures (also called sanctions) 
include contract cancellation; termination; or suspension, 
in whole or in part and contractor debarment from future 
Government contracts. 

Labor guidelines provide that, during the 30-day show- 
cause period, the compliance agency shall make every effort 
to resolve the deficiencies through conciliation, mediation, 
and persuasion. If satisfactory adjustments are not con- 
eluded, the compliance agency, with the prior approval of 
the Director of OFCCP, shall promptly commence formal pro- 
ceedings leading to the cancellation or termination of 
existing contracts or subcontracts and debarment from fu- 
ture contracts. 

Labor guidelines also provide that, when deficiencies 
in a contractor’s AAP remain unresolved at the conclusion 
of a compliance review, the compliance agency shall make 
a reasonable effort to secure compliance with the Execu- 
tive order through conciliation and persuasion. Before 
the contractor can be found in compliance with the order, 
it must make a specific written commitment to correct 
any such deficiencies. The contractor’s commitment must 
note the precise action to be taken and the dates for com- 
pletion. The time allotted shall be no longer than the 
minimum period necessary to effect such changes. Upon 
approval of the contract compliance officer, appropriate 
deputy, or the head of an agency making such commitment, 
the contractor may be considered in compliance, on condi- 
tion that the commitments are faithfully kept. 

In a report issued on August 25, 1975 (MWD-75-72), we 
stated that in some respects Labor’s guidelines for enforc- 
ing the program were inconsistent and contradictory; we 
recommended that Labor clarify its guidelines. Never the- 
less, we believe the overall thrust and intent of Labor’s 
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guidelines ‘is that compliance agencies should expeditiously 
review and determine whether contractors are in compliance; 
if they are found in noncompliance, the compliance agencies 
should issue 30-day show-cause notices; during the 30-day 
show-cause period, compliance agencies should confer with 
the contractors and attempt to resolve deficiencies; and 
compliance agencies should initiate enforcement measures 
if the deficiencies are not resolved or if the contractor 
declines to make a specific written commitment to correct 
them. 

Before June 1974 Treasury emphasized a public relations 
approach with the banking industry rather than enforcing 
the program according to Labor guidelines. Under this 
policy, Treasury approved deficient AAPs and refrained for 
prolonged periods from issuing show-cause notices and using 
required enforcement measures against deficient financial 
institutions. Instead Treasury has relied almost exclu- 
sively on moral suasion, technical assistance, and the in- 
dustry’s voluntary compliance. 

In June 1974 Treasury began taking actions to enforce 
the program’s requirements. (See p* 28.) However, stronger 
actions are needed. (See p. 31.) 

AAPS NOT PREPARED BY FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

From January 1972 through December 1974, Treasury re- 
viewed 49 financial institutions in Chicago and Washington, 
D.C. Eight of these institutions had not prepared required 
AAPs when Treasury first informed them of the planned com- 
pliance reviews. Instead of initiating enforcement actions 
by sending a show-cause notice to these institutions as 
required by Labor guidelines, Treasury relied on persuasion 
and voluntary compliance. 

Treasury approved the AAPs subsequently prepared by 
five of these eight institutions but as of November 1975 
had not approved the AAPs of the remaining three institu- 
tions. An average of 28 months has elapsed since these 
three institutions were asked to submit their AAPs, but 
Treasury has not yet initiated prescribed enforcement ac- 
tions 0 For example, one institution was reviewed in 
June 1973 and had not prepared an AAP. Treasury sent a 
list of deficiencies to the institution in July 1973 with 
instructions to forward a written AAP within 30 days. 

The institution did not comply with this request, 
but Treasury took no further action until May 1974 when 
it again asked for the AAP and threatened to issue a show- 
cause notice. Soon thereafter I the institution notified 
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Treasury that it had changed ownership and was developing 
an AAP. Treasury took no further action until November 
1974, when it conducted a second review and found that the 
institution’s AAP did not have a utilization analysis or 
goals and time tables, which are the initial steps in equal 
employment progress. In February 1975 Treasury wrote 
another warning letter to the institution but issued no 
show-cause notice. As of November 1975 this institution 
has not complied with the Executive order and has no ap- 
proved AAP. 

Labor guidelines state that Treasury should issue a 
show-cause notice and forgo a planned onsite review if an 
institution has failed to prepare an AAP. 

The Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation, the Federal 
Reserve System, and the Comptroller of the Currency periodi- 
cally review the financial condition of most of the esti- 
mated 14,000 commercial banks in the United States. In 
fiscal year 1971 these Federal bank-examining authorities 
agreed to require their examiners, as part of their regular 
examination, to determine whether commercial banks employ- 
ing 50 or more have written an AAP and have filed their 
annual employer information reports with Treasury. The bank 
examiners notify Treasury if a bank has failed to meet either 
or both of these requirements. 

A Treasury representative informed us that when such 
a notice is received from the bank examiners, Treasury is 
supposed to forward instructions and forms apprising the 
bank of its responsibility to prepare an AAP and file an 
employer information report. According to the Treasury 
representative, this procedure was designed to inform com- 
mercial banks of their equal employment obligations under 
the Executive order. 

Our review showed, however, that the procedure was 
not being fully implemented. A Treasury official informed 
us that there is always a backlog of bank examiner notices 
and notices have been destroyed or filed without processing. 
Thus, an unknown number of financial institutions without 
AAPs have not been informed of the requirements of the Exe- 
cutive order and implementing guidelines. For example, 
Treasury received one bank examiner notice in December 1974 
for a financial institution with more than 50 employees 
but no AAP on file. The examiner’s notice also advised 
Treasury that prior notices had been sent to Treasury after 
examinations of this bank in August 1973 and March 1974. 

Our analysis of all bank compliance files for Chicago, 
Washington, D.C., and the State of Maryland showed that 
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bank examiners notified Treasury of 14 financial institutions 
lacking AAPs, For 7 of the 14, there was no evidence that 
Treasury notified the institutions of their obligations under 
the Executive order- 

The Director of Treasury’s contract compliance program 
said he was unaware that bank examiner notices were not being 
processed. He stated action had been taken to insure that 
all bank examiner notices will be processed and financial 
institutions will be notified of their obligations under 
the Executive order e The Director also said the backlog of 
bank examiner notices has been processed. 

AAPS NOT MEETING LABOR GUIDELINES 

To meet Labor standards for acceptability, an AAP must 
include specific types of data, including (1) analysis of 
the contractor’s work force to determine the utilization 
of minorities and women, (2) identification of job groups in 
which minorities and/or women are being underutilized, (3) 
goals for improving the employment of minorities and women 
when a contractor is found to be employing fewer minorities 
or women than reasonable considering their availability 
within an area where the contractor could be expected to 
recruit, and (4) timetables for achieving those goals. Ac- 
cording to Labor guidelines, if contractors follow their 
AAPs , they should be able to increase the utilization of 
minorities and women at all levels and in all deficient seg- 
ments of their work forces. 

We analyzed individual bank files of those financial 
institutions reviewed by Treasury in Chicago and Washington, 
D.C., between January 1972 and December 1974. We found that 
Treasury reviewed the AAPs of 49 financial institutions 
during this period and as of November 1975 had approved 34 
of those institutions’ AAPs. 

The AAPs of the remaining 15 institutions had not yet 
been approved by Treasury. Compl iance files showed that 
only 15 of the 34 approved AAPs were on file with Treasury. 
An official said some financial institutions request that 
their AAPs be returned after compliance reviews and Trea- 
sury usually honors these requests. 

Of the 15 approved AAPs on file with Treasury, none 
met Labor guide1 ines a Nine AAPs did not adequately break 
down job groups. One, for example, showed that the insti- 
tution employed 50 officials and managers but did not 
break down the numbers of employees by race and sex in 
each of the different job groups within the category of 
officials and managers. 
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Labor guidelines require AAPs to be based on job 
groups--defined as one or a group of jobs having similar 
content, wage rates, and opportunities. AAPs lacking an 
adequate breakdown of job groups are of limited value. 
For example, the category of officials and managers typi- 
cally might include company presidents and keypunch super- 
visors, which are not jobs with similar content, wage 
rates, or opportunities. Moreover, if an institution 
sets a goal of hiring two women as officials and managers, 
it is not clear whether they will become executives or 
keypunch supervisors. If the latter, the goal may be 
ineffective because women may already predominate among 
keypunch supervisors. 

Labor guidelines require that when a contractor’s 
utilization analysis shows an underutilization of women 
or minorities, the contractor’s AAP must establish goals 
for increasing their employment in each job group found 
deficient. The goals must be measurable and numerically 
specific and must include timetables. 

None of the 15 deficient AAPs approved by Treasury 
contained goals and timetables which met Labor guidelines. 
For example I one financial institution’s AAP stated that: 

“Establishment of Department or Division 
-7andGetables with Gpecttd- -s---e- 
Percent of ----I Population and Job Classification -e-u--- ------- 

“A. Involve Department Managers in goal-setting 
process. 

B. Goal should be specific as to planned results 
and time-tables of completion. 

C. Goal must be targets which are reasonably ob- 
tainable through good faith effort. 

D. Goals and objectives should be updated on a 
yearly basis.” 

This AAP did not contain goals which were measurable and 
numerically specific nor timetables and therefore failed 
to meet Labor’s guidelines. 

A third type of deficiency noted in all 15 noncomply- 
ing AAPs approved by Treasury was the failure of the con- 
tractors’ work force utilization analyses to meet Labor 
standards. In an analysis of the utilization of minorities, 
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for example I the contractor must consider at least the fol- 
lowing eight factors: 

--The minority population of the labor area surrounding 
the facility. 

--The size of the minority unemployment force in the 
labor area surrounding the facility. 

--The percentage of the minority work force as com- 
pared with the total work force in the immediate 
labor area, 

--The general availability of minorities having re- 
quisite skills in the immediate labor area. 

--The availability of minorities having requisite 
skills in an area in which the contractor can rea- 
sonably recruit. 

--The availability of promotable and transferable 
minorities within the contractor’s organization. 

--The presence of institutions capable of training 
persons in the requisite skills. 

--The degree of training which the contractor is 
reasonably able to undertake to make all job 
classes available to minor ities e 

None of the 15 deficient AAPs verified that the institutions 
had considered any of these factors. 

Although the remaining 19 financial institutions’ AAPs 
approved by Treasury between January 1972 and December 1974 
were not readily available for our review, information in 
Treasury’s files showed that at least 5 of the 19 did not 
meet Labor standards. The files included compliance re- 
view reports analyzing the deficiencies found in the in- 
stitution’s AAPs and correspondence between Treasury and the 
institutions. 

For example, following a review of one financial insti- 
tution in February 1972, Treasury recommended that it re- 
vise its AAP to include goals and timetables. The institu- 
tion refused to establish goals and timetables because it 
faced economic uncertainties which might affect the number 
of new employees hired. Treasury later approved this in- 
stitution’s AAP without goals and timetables, 
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Treasury reviewed another financial institution in 
July 1973 and in August 1973 directed it to esta.blish goals 
and timetables to remedy identified areas of minority and 
female underutilization and forward them to Treasury within 
30 days. In July 1974, almost 1 year later, Treasury re- 
ceived information from the institution that it had: 

If* * * established the goal of increasing our 
percentage of minority employees. The goal 
established was 15% of our staff of full time 
employees. Since the turnover at the executive 
level is minimal, the new minority employees 
have been exclusively in clerical positions.” 

Treasury approved this institution’s AAP in August 1974. 
The goals submitted by this institution were deficient 
in that they did not (1) relate to job groups where under- 
utilization had been identified, (2) provide for increas- 
ing utilization of females, or (3) include timetables. 

We believe that the primary reason for approving RAPS 
not meeting Labor guidelines is Treasury’s emphasis on 
moral suasion, technical assistance, and voluntary com- 
pl iance , rather than enforcement measures. Treasury has 
been remiss in carrying out its enforcement responsibili- 
ties; it has approved unacceptable AAPs rather than im- 
pose sanctions. 

REVIEWS MOT COMPLETED PROMPTLY 

Except when it approves delays for good cause, Labor 
requires a compliance agency to complete its review and 
either approve a contractor’s AAP or issue a show-cause 
notice within 60 days after receiving the AAP and support- 
ing documentation. We found that Treasury seldom complies 
with this requirement. Between September 1974 and April 
1975, Treasury performed a total of 150 compliance reviews 
nationwide. Only seven of these reviews were completed 
within Labor’s 60-day limit. 
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Time Required To Complete Reviews Begun 
Between September 1974 and April 1975 

Region 

-----I- Days --- ---",-------.- 
Elore 

Total 60 or 61 to 91 to 121 to than 
reviews less 90 120 150 150 -- - - 

Atlanta 
Chicago 
Houston 
Los Angeles 
Washington,' 

D.C. 

32 1 5 8 8 10 
36 5 13 7 2 9 
44 - 9 19 6 10 
14 - 1 2 11 

24 1 2 3 4 14 .- - - - 

Total 150 7 29 38 22 54 = .ZE L=: E 
Note: Time required to complete 104 of the reviews was based 

on time elapsed from the date the AAPs were received 
to the date the institutions were notified of their 
compliance status. However, the duration shown for 
46 of the 150 reviews began on the dates of the onsite 
reviews because data was not readily available showing 
when AAPs were received. 

Of the 54 reviews shown above as having taken more than 150 
days, 34 were incomplete as of August 15, 1975. 

Our review of Treasury headquarters compliance files 
showed that 49 reviews were performed of institutions in 
Chicago and Washington, D.C.I between January 1972 and Decem- 
ber 1974. Thirty-four of them were finished, and the institu- 
tions had been formally notified of their compliance status, 
as required by Labor guidelines. As of November 1975, the 
remaining 15 reviews were incomplete; that is, compliance 
was not determined and the institutions were not notified. 

Comoleted reviews 

The following data shows the time required for the 34 
completed reviews,. 

Time Required for Reviews Completed 
Between January 1972 and December 1974 

Days 
Total 60 or -%-I---G--9-1 to 

---- 
121 to More thaii 

City reviews less 90 120 150 150 - 

Chicago 26 5 4 3 4 
Washington, 

D.C, 8 7 1 - - 

Total 34 12 4 3 5 = = = = = 

26 

10 

- 

10 I_ 



As the above data shows, 21 of the 26 Chicago institutions 
required more than 60 days to review. 

Following is an example of Treasury’s failure to com- 
plete reviews promptly. In January 1973 Treasury’s Chicago 
office received for desk audit an AAP which did not contain 
a utilization analysis or goals and timetables. In February 
Treasury requested the institution to submit an acceptable 
AAP. The institution later submitted a copy of its 1972 
employer information report filed with the Equal Employment 
Opportunity Commission but not the missing information. 
Treasury reviewed the financial institution in April 1973 
and, instead of taking required enforcement action against 
the institution for failing to submit requested data, sent 
the institution a list of deficiencies in May, reguesting 
it to submit goals a.nd timetables within 30 days. However, 
the institution did not comply. Again, in July Treasury 
asked for the goals and timetables within 30 days. At the 
institution’s request, Treasury granted a 90-day extension 
in August . Finally, in October 1973 Treasury received goals 
and timetables and in February 1974 found the institution 
in compliance with the Executive order. Thus, 13 months 
elapsed from January 1973, when Treasury received the insti- 
tution’s AMP for desk audit, until February 1974, when 
Treasury notif ied the institution of its compliance status. 

In another case, a. Chicago financial institution was 
reviewed by Treasury in June 1973 and found to have defi- 
ciencies in its AAP. Treasury sent a list of the defi- 
ciencies to the institution in July 1973. The institution 
submitted additional data in December 1973 and January 1974. 
Finally in February 1974, 8 months after Treasury’s onsite 
review, the institution was found in compliance with the 
Executive order. 

Incomplete reviews - 

In 13 of the 15 incomplete cases, more than 2 years 
had elapsed since Treasury’s compliance reviews. 

For example, Treasury reviewed an institution in 
February 1973 and identified several deficiencies in its 
AAP. Treasury sent the institution a list of these defi- 
ciencies in Narch 1973. The institution replied in April 
1973 expressing a willingness to correct the deficiencies 
but stating that it did not know how. In May 1973 Trea- 
sury sent instructions for correcting the deficiencies; 
the institution acknowledged receipt of the instructions 
and said it would take action. However, the institution 
did not forward to Treasury the information to correct 
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the deficiencies in its AAP, ’ and Treasury did not follow- 
up on the institution’s commitment. 

Treasury scheduled this financial institution for another 
compliance review in March 1975. Upon receiving the institu- 
tion’s AAP, Treasury found that it still did not meet Labor 
guidelines. Treasury performed an onsite review in April 
1975 but did not determine the institution’s compliance 
status. Thus, from February 1973 through April 1975, Trea- 
sury reviewed this institution twice without determining 
whether it complied with the Executive order. 

RECENT TREASURY ACTIONS TO --I_------------- 
ENFORCE PROGRAM REOUIREMENTS 

A Treasury official said the Department issued its first 
show-cause notice in late June 1974. The official stated 
that up until that time Treasury’s philosophy had been to 
use public relations and rely on voluntary compliance instead 
of taking enforcement measures a Since May 1974 Treasury of- 
ficials have alerted the banking industry that the Department 
plans to adopt a stronger enforcement posture. In addressing 
a group of Chicago bankers in May 1974, a Treasury official 
stated, in part: 

“Treasury must become more enforcement oriented -- 
in any case than we have been in the past. The 
idea of a solid working relationship and rapport 
is certainly important but if we are to be criti- 
cized for our performance to date, it isthat we 
have perhaps leaned too far toward the public 
relations image. For example, we have yet to 
withdraw federal deposits from any major bank 
because of non-compliance. While this may not 
be in fact a valid indication, it at least 
gives the appearance that we have not been 
tough enough. ” 

A Treasury official addressing the American Bankers 
Association National Personnel Conference in September 1974 
stated that 

‘I* * * I would like to talk about a stronger 
enforcement posture on the part of the Treasury 
Department. If the Treasury is to be criti- 
cized for its performance as a major compliance 
agency, it may be because we have not been tough 
enough; or at least in the eyes of some critics 
we have not evidenced’our toughness by issuing 
show cause letters or cancelling a bank’s fed- 
eral depository status. * * * 
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* * * * * 

“This past week, for example, you may have read 
about the recent GAO investigation prepared for 
Congresswoman Martha Griffiths’ Joint Economic 
Subcommittee, which apparently shows that fed- 
eral compliance offices have frequently allowed 
contracts to be awarded without determining 
if the companies have complied with non- 
discrimination regulations. According to GAO, 
of some 120 affirmative action plans accepted 
by government agencies, almost half did not 
meet criteria established by the Labor Depart- 
ment’s Office of Federal Contract Compliance. 

“GAO concluded that the Labor Department has 
been lax in its performance of implementing 
the Executive Order and that most Federal agen- 
cies are reluctant to enforce sanctions against 
companies that do not conform to the regula- 
tions. * * * 

* * * * * 

“It should be noted that GAO’s audit was con- 
centrated at the Labor Department and two of 
the largest compliance agencies, the General 
Services Administration and the Department of 
Defense. Nonetheless, there is a clear message 
for the Treasury Department and all of you 
gathered here that if anything, our efforts 
to enforce the EEO and civil rights acts must 
be conducted with increasing vigor l ‘I 

Between June 1974 and September 1975, Treasury issued show- 
cause notices to six financial institutions for noncompliance 
with the Executive order. tie reviewed the files relating 
to four of the six cases and found that the institutions 
had long histories of noncom,pliance . 

For example, Treasury sent a show-cause notice in 
September 1975 to a financial institution that had been 
reviewed four times since 1970. Treasury records showed 
this institution had a long history of noncompliance against 
which no enforcement actions had been taken. Following is 
a chronology of Treasury’s efforts to bring this institution 
into compliance. 

June 1970 Treasury’s first review of the in- 
stitution concluded that it was not 
in compliance with the Executive 
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order. aowever, Treasury did not 
notify the institution of its non- 
compliance and no enforcement actions 
were taken. 

October 1971 Treasury's second review concluded 
that the institution needed to up- 
date its AAP and include a minority 
utilization analysis and goals and 
timetables. 

November 1971 

July 1973 

August 1973 

October 1973 

December 1973 

April 1974 

January 1975 

February 1975 

Treasury found the institution in 
compliance with the Executive order, 
even though the missing information 
was not submitted with its updated 
AAP. 

Treasury performed a third review 
and notified the institution of 
deficiencies which included the lack 
of goals and timetables. 

The institution refused to set goals 
and timetables, 

Treasury wrote a letter warning the 
institution that failure to cooperate 
could result in enforcement actions. 

Treasury informed the institution that 
a favorable compliance determination 
would be withheld until January 1975, 
pending receipt of satisfactory 
quarterly progress reports during 
1974. 

Treasury warned the institution that 
its poor progress could jeopardize 
its status as a Federal contractor 
and depositary of Federal funds. 

Due to the institution's poor prog- 
ress re,ports, Treasury did not find 
it to be in compliance with the 
Executive order. However, enforce- 
ment actions still were not taken. 

Treasury began a fourth review, but 
could not\ complete it because of the 
institution's inadequate preparation 
of work-force analysis, utilization 
analysis, and goals and timetables. 
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March 1975 

May 1975 

June 1975 

July 1975 

The institution refused to develop 
the work-force and utilization 
analyses, goals, and timetables re- 
quested. 

Treasury told the institution that 
the specified data was necessary for 
its review and to forestall formal 
enforcement measures. 

Treasury officials and representatives 
of the institution met to discuss 
Labor’s requirements. The institu- 
tion agreed to submit required data. 

The institution submitted unsatisfac- 
tory work-force and utilization anal- 
yses and again refused to establish 
goals and timetables. 

September 1975 Treasury issued a show-cause notice 
to the institution. 

Treasury’s unsuccessful efforts to bring this institution into 
compliance with the Executive order spanned over 5 years. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Treasury has been remiss in fulfilling its equal employ- 
ment responsibilities under the Executive order. Al though 
it has recently issued some show-cause notices, we believe 
that stronger enforcement action is necessary if the contract 
compliance program is to achieve its full potential for im- 
proving job opportunities for minorities and women in finan- 
cial institutions. 

The program’s credibility has been seriously damaged 
by Treasury’s past record of abstaining from enforcement 
measures against noncompliant institutions, even those which 
refused to comply. The contract compliance program for finan- 
cial institutions is intended to compel them to implement 
equal employment opportunity and affirmative action princi- 
ples and practices which they might not otherwise undertake. 
If financial institutions are not committed to these princi- 
ples and practices and realize that enforcement measures 
will not be imposed, they cannot be compelled to comply with 
program requirements. 

To restore the credibility of the contract compliance 
program for financial institutions, Treasury must invoke 
stronger enforcement measures. Specifically, it should 
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admin,ister the program fully in accordance with Labor guide- 
lines, imposing enforcement measures when-warranted. Also, 
in the case of financial institutions with long histories 
of noncompliance and particularly those which refuse to 
comply with substantive requirements of the program, Trea- 
sury should take strong enforcement measures and keep them 
in effect until deficient institutions implement equal em- 
ployment opportunity and affirmative action principles and 
practices, 

RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE 
SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY 

We recommend that the Secretary require officials to -- 
enforce the contract compliance program according to Labor 
guidelines by (1) keeping to time limitations and (2) ini- 
tiating sanctions when institutions are not complying, 
rather than relying on moral suasion, technical assistance, 
and voluntary compliance. We further recommend that the 
Secretary direct appropriate officials to take full enforce- 
ment measures against financial institutions with long his- 
tories of noncompliance with substantive program require- 
ments. Actions should be taken particularly against those 
which refuse to comply. Those measures should be kept in 
effect until the institutions implement equal employment 
opportunity and affirmative action principles and practices. 

‘/, ‘. 
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CHAPTER 4 

STATUS OF TREASURY’S ENFORCEMENT OF THE CONTRACT 

COMPLIANCE PROGRAM AT SELECTED FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

In his request (see app. I), Senator William Proxmire 
referred to charges of sex discrimination filed against 
Peoples National Bank of Maryland and asked us to determine 
why Treasury had not reviewed this bank and whether Treasury 
had made any efforts to apprise this bank of its equal em- 
ployment responsibilities. He also referred to charges of 
discrimination filed against major Chicago banks and asked 
us to examine Treasury’s administration of the contract 
compliance program at those banks, 

SEX DISCRIMINATION CHARGES FILED AGAINST 
PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF MARYLAND 

In October 1974 two women employed by Peoples National 
Bank filed charges with the Equal Employment Opportunity Com- 
mission alleging that the bank (1) denied them equal opportun- 
ity for promotion as part of a pattern and practice of dis- 
crimination against women as a class and (2) unlawfully 
dismissed them from their jobs in retaliation for seeking 
equal opportunity. 

After receiving their discrimination charges, EEOC in- 
formed the women that its heavy workload would preclude an 
investigation of the charges in the near future. Subse- 
quently, a private attorney representing the two women filed 
a motion for a preliminary injunction requesting the U.S. 
District Court for the District of Maryland to (1) reinstate 
the women in their jobs with backpay and interest, (2) pro- 
hibit the bank from taking any retaliatory measure made un- 
lawful under title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as 
amended (42 U.S.C. 2000e et seq.), and (3) require the bank 
to pay the women’s attorney fees. After a hearing for a pre- 
liminary injunction, the women and the bank agreed to settle 
the case informally. The women withdrew their charge of un- 
lawful dismissal, and in return the bank reinstated the 
women to their jobs with backpay. In addition, the bank 
promised not to take any retaliatory measures against the 
women. Bank officials said the judge ordered the record of 
hearings sealed. 

The bank said that, because of the pendency of the 
women’s charges, it was unable to reply to the women’s al- 
legations other than to deny any discriminatory conduct. 
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EEOC repreientatives said: 
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--EEOC was working to resolve the women’s charge that 
they and other qualified women had been denied pro- 
motion by the bank. 

--EEOC investigated this charge from December 1974 to 
November 1975 and attempted to reach an agreement 
acceptable to the two women and the bank. 

--EEOC could not make public the status of its investi- 
gation of the bank at this time due to restrictions 
on the disclosure of such information by title VII 
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended (42 U.S.C. 
2OOOe-5(b)). 

--EEOC and/or the women may bring the charge before the 
courts for litigation. 

Peoples National Bank of Maryland is a Federal contrac- 
tor and subject to the Executive order. Also, the bank em- 
ploys more than 50 employees and is required to have an af- 
firmative action program. Our review showed that: 

--After receiving notification in February 1972 that 
the bank had not prepared an affirmative action pro- 
w-ah Treasury did not inform the bank of its obliga- 
tion under the Executive order. 

--Before August 1975, Treasury did not review the bank 
for compliance with the Executive order. 

--As of March 31, 1976, Treasury had not yet completed 
its review which was initiated in August 1975. 

--Treasury considered issuing a show-cause notice to 
the bank when it submitted a deficient AAP for desk 
audit in August 1975, but did not as a result of the 
bank’s subsequent submission of an AAP which Treasury 
accepted e 

Treasury’s compliance files for Chicago, Washington, 
D.C. I and Maryland showed that 14 bank examiner notices 
were received by Treasury. (See pn 22. ) One of these noti- 
fied Treasury in February 1972 that Peoples National Bank 
of Maryland did not have a written AAP. Treasury records 
contained no evidence that the bank was informed of its 
equal employment obligations under the Executive order and 
Labor guidelines which require Federal contractors with more 
than 50 employees to prepare an AAP. 
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Treasury acknowledged that before August 1975 it had 
not performed a compliance review of Peoples National Bank 
of Maryland because of limited staff and funding. An offi- 
cial stated that Treasury’s resources allow only a limited 
number of financial institutions to be reviewed each year. 
Peoples National Bank of Maryland is only one of many which 
have never been reviewed. (See p. 6.) 

A Treasury official said a compliance review of the 
bank began on August 4, 1975, when the AAP was received and 
a desk audit was completed in October 1975. Treasury found 
the bank’s AAP unacceptable because it did not meet Labor 
guide1 ines. The bank said its original AAP submitted to 
Treasury for desk audit lacked some of the elements of an ac- 
ceptable AAP, because it did not receive sufficient instruc- 
tions for preparing an acceptable AAP under the complex 
Labor guide1 ines. The regional manager of Treasury’s Wash- 
ington regional office informed us that, in keeping with CUS- 
tomary Treasury practice, he told a bank official in November 
1975 that Treasury intended to issue the bank a show-cause 
notice due to the bank’s failure to prepare an acceptable AAP. 
However, instead of issuing a show-cause notice, he met with 
a bank representative on the following day, explained in de- 
tail the deficiencies in the bank’s AAP, and granted the 
bank a S-day extension. The bank later submitted an AAP 
containing the required utilization analysis, as well as 
goals and time tables. 

Before its onsite review of the bank in January 1976, 
Treasury coordinated its review efforts with EEOC in Novem- 
ber 1975 and January 1976. 

A Treasury official said the decision not to issue the 
bank a show-cause notice will not preclude Treasury from 
doing so, if necessary, in the future. 

DISCRIMINATION COMPLAINTS FILED AGAINST 
SEVEN CHICAGO FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS 

In May 1974 representatives of Treasury’s Chicago regional 
office met with members of a public interest group of Chicago 
working women, which includes employees of various financial 
institutions. The women’s group asked Treasury to initiate 
compliance reviews of some major financial institutions in 
the Chicago area. .Also, the group accused Treasury of fail- 
ing to (1) perform regular compliance reviews of major Chicago 
financial institutions and (2) enforce equal employment oppor- 
tunity laws prohibiting discrimination. 
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Representatives of the women’s group informed us that 
in September 1974 they filed sex discrimination charges with 
EEOC, alleging that Continental Illinois National Bank and 
Trust Company of Chicago and First National Bank of Chicago 
discriminated against female employees in hiring, paying, 
promoting, training, and other employment terms and condi- 
tions a In addition, the representatives stated that the 
women’s group presented EEOC with complaints alleging that 
these two banks and five other Chicago financial institutions 
practiced widespread employment discrimination based on sex, 
race, and age. The other five Chicago financial institutions 
discussed in the women’s group report were the American Na- 
tional Bank and Trust Company of Chicago, Bell Federal Sav- 
ings and Loan Association, Central National Bank, Harris 
Trust and Savings Bank, and Northern Trust Company. 

In September 1974 Treasury learned of the complaints 
against the seven Chicago financial institutions and noti- 
fied EEOC that it had reviewed two of the banks--Bell Federal 
Savings and Loan Association and Central National Bank--in 
August 1974 and had scheduled the remaining five banks for 
review in November 1974. EEOC deferred its investigation 
of the charges against First National Bank of Chicago so 
that Treasury could review the institution as scheduled. 
EEOC furnished Treasury with a copy of the women’s report and 
other materials considered relevant to Treasuryts review. At 
the request of Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust 
Company of Chicago, Treasury deferred its review to allow 
EEOC to investigate the charges filed by the women’s group. 

Labor guidelines provide that a complaint may be filed 
by any employee of any contractor or applicant for employ- 
ment, by himself or an authorized representative. Complain- 
ants may file with the appropriate compliance agency or with 
the Director of the Office of Federal Contract Compliance 
Prcgrams. Labor guidelines provide that a complaint must 
be in writing and should include the name and address of 
the complainant and the contractor, as well as a description 
of the acts considered to be discriminatory. 

Labor guidelines also require a compliance agency to 
institute a prompt investigation of each complaint filed 
with it or referred to it. Within 60 days from receipt of 
a complaint by the compliance agency, or within such addi- 
tional time as may be granted by OFCCP for good cause shown, 
the compliance agency shall process the complaint and submit 
to OFCCP a summary report, which details the complaint inves- 
tigated, a brief summary of the findings, and a statement of 
the agency’s disposition of the complaint, including any 
corrective action taken or recommended and any sanctions or 
penalties imposed or recommended. 
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On November 12, 1974, Treasury representatives met with 
members of the women’s group to discuss the allegations of 
discrimination and promised to investigate their complaints. 
During November and December 1974, Treasury performed reviews 
at five of the seven financial institutions. In December 
1975 Treasury was reviewing Central National Bank and had 
tentatively scheduled Bell Federal Savings and Loan Associa- 
tion for review during the second half of fiscal year 1976. 

Our review showed that Treasury: 

--Approved the AAPs of Harris Trust and Savings Bank 
and Northern Trust Company, although they did not 
meet standards of acceptability established by Labor 
guidelines. 

--Did not issue a show-cause notice to Harris Trust and 
Savings Bank nor withdraw approval of the bank’s AAP 
after being notified that Labor had found it unac- 
ceptable. 

--Had not completed its review and investigation of the 
complaints against American National Bank & Trust Com- 
pany of Chicago. Labor guidelines require that a 
compliance agency must either find a contractor in 
compliance or issue a show-cause notice within 60 days 
of ‘receiving an AAP for review. 

--As of December 1975, had not finished investigating 
the women’s group’s complaints against Bell Federal 
Savings and Loan Association and Central National 
Bank. Labor guidelines require a compliance agency 
to promptly investigate each complaint filed or re- 
ferred to it. 

Harris Trust and Savinas Bank 

Treasury’s review of Harris Trust and Savings Bank in 
November 1974 showed that the bank’s AAP was deficient, pri- 
marily because its goals and timetables did not meet Labor 
guide1 ines. Treasury investigated allegations that the 
bank’s female employees were an affected class and found the 
allegations untrue. In January 1975 the bank forwarded its 
revised goals and timetables as requested by Treasury. On 
February 28, 1975, Treasury determined the bank’s AAP to be 
in compliance with the Executive order. 

Labor guidelines provide that a contractor’s AAP shall 
be considered accepted by the Government at the time the 
appropriate compliance agency accepts it, unless within 45 
days thereafter Labor disapproves the AAP. 
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On March 31, 1975, aftercarefully analyzing the bank’s 
Treasury-approved AAP, Labor found it unacceptable and so 
notified Treasury. Labor’s analysis of Treasury’s compliance 
review showed that Treasury (1) approved the bank’s AAP al- 
though its utilization analysis and goals and timetables 
did not meet Labor guidelines and (2) performed inadequately 
in reviewing the AAP and investigating the complaint of an 
affected class problem. However, Treasury did not notify 
the bank that its AAP was disapproved. 

On May 1, 1975, Labor directed Treasury to issue a show- 
cause notice to the bank because of inappropriate job group- 
ings and goals and timetables in the bank’s AAP. Treasury 
did not comply with this directive and, instead, held several 
meetings with the bank in May 1975, during which Treasury and 
the bank agreed that the bank would (1) promptly correct the 
deficiencies identified by LaborIs analysis and (2) make an 
affected-class study to determine whether female employees 
constituted an affected class. 

A Treasury official stated that Treasury did not issue 
a show-cause notice to the bank as directed by Labor on Nay 1, 
1975, because the notice would have had to be withdrawn on the 
basis of the bank’s revisions. 

In June 1975 Treasury determined that the bank had suf- 
ficiently revised its AAP. Labor found the bank”s revised 
AAP improved I but it was still deficient because it lacked 
an analysis of affected-class problems. However f Treasury 
stated that Labor did not inform it of the deficiencies in the 
revised .AAP. In June and August 1975, the bank requested ex- 
tensions for completing its affected-class study, and on 
August 5, 1975, Treasury granted the bank a final 30-day ex- 
tension. On September 5, 1975, the bank informed Treasury 
that the study was still incomplete. The bank also stated 
that (1) its study had not successfully identified an affected 
class among its female employees hired in the last 6 years 
and (2) if an affected class problem did exist, it would 
likely involve women employees possessing more than 6 years’ 
tenure with the bank, The bank further informed Treasury 
that it was willing to discuss additional affirmative action 
to correct underutilization of its female employees, 

According to a Treasury official, at a meeting of the 
bank, Treasury, and Labor in October 1975, Labor officials 
asked the bank for permission to complete the study, The 
bank agreed and turned over all relevant material to Labor. 
On March 5, 1976, Treasury informed us that Labor had not 
completed the affected-class study or determined whether an 
affected class existed. 
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Northern Trust Company 

Treasury began a compliance review of Northern Trust 
Company during November 1974. On February 14, 1975, having 
completed its review of the bank’s AAP and its investigation 
of complaints against the bank, Treasury notified the bank 
of compliance with the Executive order. 

During April 1975 Labor analyzed Treasury’s compliance 
review. According to a Labor official, Labor’s analysis 
showed that (1) Treasury approved the bank’s AAP although its 
utilization analysis and goals and timetables did not meet 
Labor guidelines and (2) Treasury’s review of the bank’s AAP 
and investigation of the complaints against the bank were in- 
adequate . 

A Labor official said Treasury was notified orally of 
the deficiencies in its review. However, he stated that 
Labor did not direct Treasury to resolve the deficiencies 
because the 45-day period, during which Labor may reject 
AAPs approved by a compliance agency, had elapsed. 

A Treasury official said that Northern Trust Company is 
tentatively scheduled for another review between January and 
June 1976. He also said Treasury would contact the women’s 
group before the review to get more current information on 
their complaints. 

First National Bank of Chicago 

Treasury began a compliance review of First National 
Bank of Chicago in November 1974. Treasury discovered several 
deficiencies in the bank’s AAP, including the existence of a 
possible affected class comprising some of its female employ- 
ees as alleged in the complaint. According to a Treasury of- 
ficial, by June 1975 the bank had resolved all the deficien- 
cies except the alleged affected-class problem. He said the 
bank agreed in June 1975 to study whether such a problem 
existed. 

On November 24, 1975, Treasury found the bank in com- 
pliance with the Executive order even though the question 
of an affected-class problem had not been resolved, because, 
according to a Treasury official, the bank sent a letter of 
commitment to continue its affected-class study even though 
it did not believe there was an affected class among its 
female employees. 
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American National Bank & 
Trust Company of Chicaao 

Treasury began reviewing American National Bank & 
Trust Company of Chicago during December 1974. However I 
Treasury did not complete its review nor adequately inves- 
tigate the complaints against the bank. 

According to a Treasury official, the review of the 
bank was not completed and the bank was not found in com- 
pliance because (1) the bank submitted inadequate information 
to correct deficiencies in its AAP, (2) the method it used 
to establish goals and timetables was questionable, and (3) 
the complaints made by the women’s group against the bank 
were not completely resolved 0 

A Treasury official said Treasury began a new review 
of the bank in September 1975 rather than complete the first 
compliance review e He stated that Treasury asked representa- 
tives of the women’s group for additional information to as- 
sist its new investigation, According to the official I the 
women’s group would not submit the names of aggrieved women 
employees to Treasury because bank management had warned all 
employees not to talk to Treasury compliance officers. The 
bank denied this allegation and said it had fully cooperated 
in arranging for Treasury representatives to interview bank 
employees. 

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association 
and Central National Bank 

As of December 4, 1975, Treasury had not yet investi- 
gated the complaints against Bell Federal Savings and Loan 
Association and Central National Bank. 

Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association was reviewed 
and found in compliance with the Executive order on Septem- 
ber 10, 1974, before the women’s complaints against the 
financial institution were received from EEOC. Treasury 
did not investigate the complaints against Bell Federal 
Savings and Loan Association because it had already been 
found in compliance. An official stated that Bell Federal 
Savings and Loan Association is tentatively scheduled for 
another review between January and June 1976 and Treasury 
would contact the women’s group before the review to get 
more current information on the complaints. 

Treasury’s review of Central National Bank was not com- 
pleted when it received the women’s complaints against the bank. 
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Treasury records show it found Central National Bank in com- 
pliance with the Executive order on February 28, 1975, with- 
out investigating the complaints received in September 1974. 
According to a Treasury official, Central National Bank is 
currently being reviewed and Treasury has contacted the 
women’s group to obtain additional information. 

Thus, in the cases of Bell Federal Savings and Loan As- 
sociation and Central National Bank, Treasury did not follow 
Labor guidelines which require a prompt investigation of com- 
plaints filed with it or referred to it. 

Continental Illinois National 
Bank and Trust Company of Chicago - 

In November 1974 Treasury began a review of the Continen- 
tal Illinois National Bank and Trust Company, but the bank 
requested Treasury to defer its review so EEOC could complete 
its investigation of the bank’s overall employment practices. 
During December 1974 Treasury withdrew from its review with 
Labor’s approval. 

EEOC officials said they could not make public the status 
of their investigation of the bank due to restrictions on the 
disclosure of such information imposed by title VII of the 
Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended (42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(b)). 

Treasury last reviewed the bank in December 1970. An 
official said Treasury did not plan to review the bank in the 
near future because the bank asked it to postpone any reviews 
until EEOC’s investigation had been resolved. An EEOC repre- 
sentative said its investigation of the bank may not be com- 
pleted for 3 years. 
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CBAPTER 5 

AGENCY COMMENTS AND UNRESOLVED ISSUES 

The Departments of Labor and Treasury, the Equal Employ- 
ment Opportunity Commission, and other entities discussed in 
this report have been given an ‘opportunity to review and for- 
mally comment on the report. However, officials of the De- 
partment of Labor and Central National Bank did not provide 
us with formal comments. 

We have considered the comments of those responding and 
have made a number of changes in the report to give recogni- 
tion to the comments. However r the comments give rise to a 
number of unresolved issues which are discussed below, 

DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY COMMENTS 

In commenting on our report (see app. IV)p the Depart- 
ment of the Treasury stated that, in general, the report 
identified many deficiencies it had previously noted and 
sought to correct. Treasury also stated that our report did 
not adequately recognize major improvements which had been 
instituted during the past 18 months. 

Treasury comment 

“The Treasury Department’s Equal Employment 
Opportunity Contract Compliance Program was 
initiated late 1967, after a determination 
that financial agents were subject to Execu- 
tive Order 11246. Three staff personnel were 
assigned to develop and promulgate a program 
and conduct surveillance for an entire finan- 
cial universe of approximately 5,000 of 16,000 
banks w The staff level did not increase until 
FY 1971 from which time it has been gradually 
augmented to its present level of 30 profes- 
sionals and 10 clericals.” 

Our analvsis 

We agree that some of the problems discussed in this re- 
port may be related to Treasury’s relatively small staff. 
However I the most significant problem discussed in our re- 
port (need for stronger enforcement of the program--see ch. 
3) is attributable to Treasury’s lack of commitment to using 
enforcement measures when warranted rather than to inade- 
quate staffing. 
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Treasury comment 

Treasury said that its former policy of relying primarily 
on moral suasion had produced positive results and cited 
statistics showing increased minority employment by financial 
institutions to support its opinion. According to Treasury, 
black leadership and numerous bankers throughout the country 
stated that its program of moral suasion, technical guidance, 
and the compliance review program were the principal factors 
leading to improved job opportunities for minorities. 

Our analysis 

We recognize that the number of minorities employed by 
financial institutions has increased. The information sup- 
plied by Treasury shows that in 1966 minority employees repre- 
sented 8 percent of the total work forces of the 1,710 
employer facilities filing joint Labor-Equal Employment Op- 
portunity Commission employer information reports and 16 per- 
cent of the total work forces of the 3,505 employer facilities 
filing such reports in 1974. However, not all of this in- 
crease is attributable to Treasury’s program administration 
because there are other Federal and State programs which are 
actively seeking to insure equal employment opportunities in 
financial institutions. Also, our report shows nonenforcement 
of the program at financial institutions, and Treasury’s com- 
ment leaves unresolved the issue of how much better the job 
opportunities for minorities and women might be if Treasury 
had enforced the program in accordance with Labor guidelines. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said that, during speaking engagements before 
representatives of financial institutions, it had emphasized 
the requirement for preparing and updating affirmative action 
plans. Treasury also presented numerous workshops on the 
subject of affirmative action and the requirements for com- 
pliance with the Executive order to well over 50,000 bankers. 
According to Treasury, these workshops help assure that top 
leaders of the banking industry are aware of their equal 
employment obligations and promote leadership roles in as- 
suring meaningful results at their banks. Al though Treasury 
acknowledged that enforcement measures were not instituted 
in some cases where deficiencies were found, it noted that 
in almost all instances financial institutions agreed to 
take affirmative action for hiring and upgrading minorities. 

Our analysis 

We agree with Treasury’s practice of meeting with rep- 
resentatives of the banking industry to inform them of their 
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affirmative action responsibilities. We do not agree, how- 
ever, that this practice eliminates the need for the use of 
enforcement measures when warranted. Treasury approved de- 
ficient affirmative action programs during compliance reviews 
between January 1972 and December 1974. While a deficient AAP 
does not, by itself, indicate that a financial institution is 
not committed to the equal employment opportunity program, 
developing AAPs which contain adequate utilization analyses 
and set goals and timetables is the initial step in improving 
the financial institutions’ positions. 

Treasury comment 

“The Department of Labor’s Director of the Of- 
fice of Federal Contract Compliance Programs 
was fully apprised of our emphasis and endorsed 
continuation thereof on several occasions because 
it was felt that results were rapid, in signifi- 
cant numbers and most meaningful and served as a 
better testimonial than a record of toughness and 
threatened sanctions 0 ‘I 

Our analysis 

An Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs offi- 
cial informed us that he could find no documentation endorsing 
Treasury’s policy of using moral suasion and technical assis- 
tance in lieu of enforcement measures. Our review showed that 
Labor sent a formal evaluation to Treasury in 1974 criticizing 
its administration of the program, including criticism of 
Treasury’s emphasis on education, persuasion, and public rela- 
tions at the expense of thorough onsite analysis and enforce- 
ment. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said it began a review of its management of the 
program in late 1973, and as a result, it had implemented 
some reforms and placed greater emphasis on enforcement. 
Treasury also said many of our findings and recommendations 
paralleled the problem areas which its review discovered and 
that Treasury had already implemented corrective action. 

Our analysis 

Treasury”s review was completed in December 1973 and con- 
tained 22 recommendations covering such matters as the need 
for improving its organization and staffing and for develop- 
ing program goals and objectives. For example, one of the 
recommendations called for Treasury to revise existing ad- 
ministrative directives to assure conformance with organiza- 
tional objectives a We compared Treasury’s 22 recommendations 
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with those in our report and found only the following two 
to be similar to ours. 

1. Treasury should establish and maintain records on 
the status of a financial institution’s compliance 
with written instructions, negotiated agreements, 
or other compliance directives. 

2. Treasury should give careful consideration to other 
data requirements, particularly those of the con- 
tract compliance program. Minimum data requirements 
should be established for the purposes of planning 
and program development. 

We are making a similar recommendation because, at the 
time of our review, Treasury did not have sufficient and re- 
liable management information and because we believe this to 
be a serious problem in the administration of the program. 

Treasury comment 

“General Accounting Office accepts Department 
of Labor compliance opinions as uncontrover- 
tible, but Treasury’s opinions on how to meet 
this problem are equally supportable. That Labor 
seeks to ‘crack down’ on management, anywhere, 
is a commonly held view of Labor’s decisions. 
What Treasury has attempted to do is merely to 
bring banks into contract compliance through 
cooperative efforts rather than through the 
heavy hand of authority. Where indicated, Trea- 
sury is prepared to take enforcement action 
even to the extent of terminating Federal de- 
positary relationships.” 

Our analysis 

The Executive order delegates responsibility to the 
Secretary of Labor for issuing guidelines to implement the 
contract compliance program, and the 10 designated com- 
pliance agencies are responsible for enforcing Labor guide- 
1 ines . Treasury has never taken enforcement action to the 
extent of terminating Federal depositary relationships 
with financial institutions, despite some institutions! 
failure to comply, and in some instances deliberate re- 
fusal to comply, with the program’s requirements. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said our report unjustly criticizes it for 
not conducting compliance reviews at financial institutions 
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which are subject to the Executive order but have fewer than 
50 employees. Treasury said it was a sound management deci- 
sion to exclude these institutions from the review process 
because (1) its small staff has to be allocated to review- 
ing financial institutions which offer the most job opportu- 
nities for minorities and women, (2) Labor guidelines do 
not provide for reviewing contractors having fewer than 50 
employees, and (3) the relatively low number of employees 
of such institutions would diminish the reliability of com- 
pliance review findings which are based on statistical im- 
parities. 

$r analysis 

We agree that it is a sound management practice to al- 
locate resources to reviewing the financial institutions 
that offer the most opportunities for minorities and women, 
We do not agree, however, that Treasury should never re- 
view financial institutions having fewer than 50 employees. 
The selection system used should provide for selecting such 
financial institutions on a sample basis. Labor’s sta,ndard- 
ized compliance review procedures are specifically designed 
for contract,ors with 50 or more employees. However I Labor 
guidelines also provide that compliance agencies are respon- 
sible for reviewing their assigned contractors, and Labor 
has not instructed compliance agencies not to review con- 
tractors with fewer than 50 employees. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury acknowledged that it was not consistently 
following Labor’s compliance review procedures and had ac- 
cepted AAPs which did not meet Labor guidelines. However, 
Treasury said our report provides less than an accurate 
evaluation because it measures Treasury’s performance in 
prior years against current Labor guidelines which vary 
significantly from the guidelines in effect in prior years. 
Treasury also said that our report did not note that Labor’s 
compliance review procedures are confusing and that Labor 
had not developed training courses to instruct compliance 
officers in implementing the procedures. Treasury further 
stated that Labor guidelines require that affected-class 
discrimination analyses be conducted and that such discrimi- 
nation identified be remedied, but Labor had not yet pub- 
lished guidelines to be followed or the remedies to be 
used in dealing with suspected affected-class discrimina- 
tion. 

Our analysis 

As noted by Treasury, Labor ‘s compliance review pro- 
cedures and its guidelines for developing acceptable AAPs 
were revised on several occasions. 
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However, in evaluating the 20 reviews performed by 
Treasury and the 15 AAPs approved by Treasury, we applied 
Labor’s standards in effect when the reviews were performed 
or when the AAPs were approved. For example’ Labor guide- 
lines presently in effect and in effect during the period 
of our review require compliance agencies to conduct a desk 
audit of a contractor’s AAP before performing an onsite re- 
view at the contractor’s facility. However, only 7 of the 
20 reviews met this standard. 

With respect to our evaluations of the 15 AAPs approved 
by Treasury, Labor guidelines presently in effect and in ef- 
fect during the period of our review require that, when under- 
utilization of minorities or women is identified, contrac- 
tors must adopt goals for increasing their utilization. Such 
goals must be measurable and numerically specific, and time- 
tables must be established for achieving the goals. None 
of the 15 AAPs we examined met this standard even though 
Treasury determined that minorities and women were being 
underutilized. 

Inasmuch as the scope of this review did not include 
an evaluation of Labor’s administration of the program, we 
cannot comment on Treasury’s criticisms of Labor guidelines 
and untimely guidance. However, in our April 29, 1975, re- 
port (MWD-75-63), we discussed the need for timely and com- 
plete guidance and noted that several of the compliance 
agencies, including Treasury, had experienced problems in 
obtaining such guidance. As of March 1976, Labor indicated 
that actions had been taken to improve its guidance through 
issuance of (1) proposed guidelines for identifying and 
remedying affected-class problems, (2) a Federal contract 
compliance handbook, and (3) an interim guidance memorandum 
on backpay. 

Treasurv comment 

“Although the findings of the draft report are 
accurate with respect to the quality and ac- 
curacy of management information acquired in 
past years, it is not true for reviews conducted 
during the past six months. Currently, the Head- 
quarters Office is furnished with the identity 
and dates of reviews scheduled for all financial 
institutions six weeks in advance of the calendar 
quarter in which the reviews are to occur. When 
a compliance determination is made, the Head- 
quarters Off ice is provided with a copy of the 
letter of notification to the financial institu- 
tion together with the required reports prepared 
for forwarding to Labor. In addition to the 
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foregoing, further refinements to our present 
system for data accumulation and retrieval are 
well advanced and completion is anticipated in 
the immediate future.” 

Our analysis 

Since Treasury’s claimed improvements in its management 
information system had not been implemented when most of our 
audit work was performed, we cannot comment on the adequacy 
of the improvements. However I Treasury’s comment does not 
address what action, if any, it plans for correcting omissions 
and errors in its management information system for reviews 
performed before implementing those improvements. As pointed 
out in our report, Treasury should review its records to cor- 
rect the existing omissions and errors. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said some portion of its inaccurate reporting 
to Labor was attributable to an inadequate management in- 
formation system; however I it referred to confusion over 
definitions of various reporting categories used on Labor’s 
report format and said the confusion was a major factor 
causing inaccurate reporting by all compliance agencies. 
Treasury said that uncertainty as to Labor’s definition of 
reporting categories, such as reviews planned, completed, 
and in conciliation, was causing inaccurate reporting to 
Labor. Treasury stated that variances shown by our report 
between Treasury and Labor records is the result of “what 
Labor assumes was completed according to the way they con- 
strue the report categories.” 

Our analysis 

Our review was limited to Treasury’s administration 
of the programl and we cannot comment on its suggestion 
that all compliance agencies are submitting inaccurate re- 
ports to Labor a We cannot agree that uncertainty as to 
the definition of certain terms is causing inaccurate re- 
porting to Labor. The meaning of such words as “planned,” 
“completed, ” or “in conciliation” is apparent. Moreover I 
we concluded that Treasury’s reports submitted to Labor 
were inconsistent with its other records. (See p. 13.) 
We did not, as the comment suggests, base our conclusions 
on “what Labor assumes was completed according to the way 
they construe the report categories.” 

Treasury comment 

“The draft report further asserts that a 
significant number of coding sheets could not 
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be used by Labor as they omitted essential data 
or contained inaccurate information. If so, 
why were they not returned to Treasury for cor- 
rection as is called for by present operation 
procedures?” 

Our analysis 

Labor’s present operating procedures provide that, when 
incorrectly prepared coding sheets are received, Labor will 
contact the appropriate compliance agency official by phone 
and attempt to obtain the necessary information to make the 
corrections. Coding sheets are returned to compliance agen- 
cies for correction only if phone contacts are unsuccessful. 
Labor informed us that it does not keep records of phone 
contacts with compliance agencies but that it had returned 
96 coding sheets to Treasury for correction during fiscal 
year 1974. Labor did not have records showing the number 
of coding sheets returned during fiscal year 1975. 

In our report dated April 29, 1975 (MWD-75-63), we 
discussed the various problems encountered by Labor in 
processing coding sheets and in implementing its system to 
measure Federal contractors’ progress in improving the 
employment of minorities and women. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said, as a result of its 1973 management re- 
view which pointed out the need for more accurately iden- 
tifying financial institutions subject to the equal oppor- 
tunity program, it had completed arrangements to obtain 
information identifying financial institutions subject 
to the Executive order. As of March 5, 1976, Treasury 
said it had not yet received the information but antici- 
pated receipt of the information soon. 

Our analvsis 

Treasury has been unsuccessful in its attempts to 
identify all financial institutions subject to the Execu- 
tive order, and Treasury’s reliance on joint Labor-EEOC 
employer information reports for identifying its contrac- 
tor universe will also be unsuccessful. Moreover, since 
financial institutions with fewer than 50 employees are 
not subject to joint Labor-EEOC filing requirements, the 
EEOC employer information reports will not identify the 
10,500 financial institutions with fewer than 50 employees, 
which Treasury estimates are subject to the Executive 
order. In one of our recommendations, we suggest sources 
of information readily available to Treasury which can be 
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used to more accurately ident’ify the financial institu- 
tions subject to the Executive order and the number of 
persons they employ. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said the need for better coordination with 
EEOC is a valid criticism; however, it said extenuating 
circumstances, such as its limited staffing and travel 
funds, do not always permit the kind of close coordina- 
tion contemplated by the Labor-EEOC memorandum of under- 
standing. Treasury further stated it would be duplicative 
to attempt investigation 
EEOC ultimately conducts 
crimination complaints. 

of charges filed with EEOC since 
its own investigations of dis- 

Our analysis 

We do not suggest that Treasury attempt to investi- 
gate charges filed with EEOC, Rather, we are recommend- 
ing that Treasury consult with EEOC as required by the 
Labor-EEOC memorandum of understanding. 

In our report dated April 29, 1975 (MWD-75-63), we 
recommended that the Secretary of Labor coordinate with 
EEOC at headquarters and regional levels and make periodic 
tests to insure that (1) complaint data on file with EEOC 
is considered by compliance agencies during reviews and 
(2) information is exchanged to minimize duplication of 
effort. In the memorandum of understanding, Labor and 
EEOC agreed to continue their efforts to develop consis- 
tent systems, procedures, and standards to further the 
purpose of the agreement. However, Labor officials in- 
formed us that Labor and EEOC had been unsuccessful in 
their efforts to develop ‘such systems, procedures, and 
standards. 

Treasury comment -- 

Treasury said it became apparent in early 1974 that 
it would have to emphasize a stronger enforcement approach 
because some financial institutions were unwilling to meet 
their responsibilities under the program. To implement 
a stronger enforcement approach, Treasury (1) decentralized 
its operations and established several regional offices 
headed by experienced managers, (2) conducted a workshop 
in December 1975 to train its staff, and (3) added five 
professionals during fiscal year 1975 and planned to hire 
six more persons during fiscal year 1976 and additional 
personnel later. 
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Our analysis 

Most of the cited actions to emphasize stronger enforce- 
ment were implemented after our audit work was largely com- 
ple ted. Although these actions should have a beneficial 
effect, the ultimate test of Treasury’s commitment to take 
a stronger enforcement approach is its willingness to in- 
voke enforcement measures against noncompliant institutions, 
particularly those with long histories of noncompliance. 

Treasury comment 

“During the past year Treasury has attempted 
to conclude each review, where unresolved defi- 
ciencies were identified, with a written commit- 
ment to take specific, corrective actions. In 
cases where contractors have failed to do so we 
have issued ten show cause notices. It must be 
remembered that the show cause notice is not an 
end in and of itself, but only one of many means 
by which equal opportunity program results are to 
be achieved. It is ultimately our most effective 
tool, but premature or over-zealous use of the 
show cause notice would not only unnecessarily 
alienate the business community, but it would 
lose its present shock effect through frequent, 
repetitive use.” 

Our analysis 

We randomly selected and examined the files for seven 
reviews completed by Treasury’s Chicago and Houston re- 
gional offices during June 1975. In six of those reviews, 
deficiencies were left unresolved without having obtained 
the written commitments to corrective actions required 
by Labor guidelines. For example, one bank was placed in 
compliance even though it did not provide required goals 
and timetables. 

We recognize that show-cause notices should not be 
issued indiscriminately. However, when financial in- 
stitutions have failed to comply with substantive re- 
quirements of the program, enforcement measures should be 
initiated. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said the report accurately documents its 
difficulty in meeting the 60-day deadline required by 
Labor guidelines but does not address the root of the 
problem. Treasury said Labor guidelines require that, 
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if affected-class discrimination exists, remedies to 
cure its effects are to be instituted. Treasury said 
it has insufficient time during a compliance review to 
make the many analyses necessary to determine the presence 
of af fee ted-class discrimination 0 It further stated that 
Labor’s 60-day rule makes no,distinction between reviews 
of small- or medium-sized firms and those which may em- 
ploy many thousands of persons and require more time to 
thoroughly review. Treasury also said it was encounter- 
ing delays because of the infrequent meetings by the in- 
stitutions’ boards of directors which usually must approve 
costly conciliation agreements. 

Our analysis 

We examined 49 compliance files representing Chicago 
and Washington, D.C.I financial institutions reviewed by 
Treasury from January 1972 through December 1974. We 
found only 2 of the 49 were prolonged on account of sus- 
pected affected-class discrimination and attempted resolu- 
tion thereof a When Treasury is unable to complete a re- 
view of a financial institution within 60 days, either 
because of the large size of the work force or the infre- 
quent meetings by the board of directors, then it should 
request extensions from Labor as provided by Labor guide- 
1 ines. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said the women’s group complaints against 
the seven Chicago financial institutions did not meet 
Labor’s definition of a complaint. According to Treasury, 
complaint investigations were not conducted at the Chicago 
financial institutions because the complaints were too 
broad and general. Treasury said that general allegations, 
such as those received from the Chicago women’s groupl are 
frequently received during a compliance review and serve 
as a point of focus; however, such allegations are not 
complaints. 

Our analysis 

Treasury representatives met with members of the 
women’s group on November 12, 1974, to discuss the allega- 
tions of discrimination against seven Chicago financial 
institutions and promised to investigate their complaints. 
During November and December 1974, Treasury reviewed and 
investigated the complaints against five of the seven 
financial institutions and prepared summaries for three 
of the five investigations, Also, during May 1975 Treas- 
ury provided us with a list of formal complaints it had 
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received and processed since 1967. The list included the 
complaints received on November 12, 1974, against the 
seven Chicago financial institutions. 

OFCCP representatives said that the complaints filed 
by the women’s group met Labor’s definition of a complaint. 

Treasury comment 

Treasury said Labor had not communicated its reasons 
for not accepting the AAP of Northern Trust Company. 

Our analysis 

Treasury was notified orally by Labor of the defi- 
ciencies in Northern Trust Company’s AAP. During our meet- 
ing with officials of this financial institution we were 
advised that Treasury’s Chicago regional manager had orally 
communicated the deficiencies found in the AAP as a result 
of Labor’s analysis. 

DEPARTMENT OF LABOR COMMENTS 

The Department of Labor did not provide us with formal 
comments. Officials made verbal suggestions for clarify- 
ing the report, and these suggestions have been incorporated 
into the report where appropriate. 

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY 
COMMISSION COMMENTS 

EEOC suggested some revisions in the report to exclude 
any possibility that it was divulging that an investiga- 
tion of Continental Illinois National Bank and Trust Com- 
pany was in progress. 

Our analysis 

Section 706 of title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 
1964 provides, in part, that: 

” (b) Whenever a charge is filed by or on 
behalf of a person claiming to be aggrieved, 
or by a member of the Commission, alleging 
that an employer, employment agency, labor 
organization, or joint labor-management com- 
mittee controlling apprenticeship or other 
training or retraining, including on-the-job 
training programs, has engaged in an unlawful 
employment practice, the Commission shall 
serve a notice of the charge (including the 
date I place and circumstances of the alleged 
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unlawful employment practi’ke) on such employer, 
employment agency, labor organization, or joint 
labor-management committee (hereinafter referred 
to as the ‘respondent’) ‘within ten days, and 
shall make an investigation thereof. Charges 
shall be lnyiting under oath or affirmation 
and shall contain such information and be in 
such form as the Commission requires. Charges 
shall not be made public bythe Commission.““-- 
(Underscoring-supplied.) (42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(b)) 

This provision prohibits EEOC from making charges 
public and also requires that agency to investigate charges 
filed. EEOC’s apparent concern is that, by disclosing 
an investigation is in process, this report implies 
that EEOC has disclosed that discrimination charges have 
been filed with it. 

We would like to point out that on page 36 of the 
report we state that *‘Representatives of the women’s 
group informed us that in September 1974 they filed sex 
discrimination charges with EEOC * * *.‘I We discussed 
this statement with representatives of EEOC during Jan- 
uary and February 1976, At that time these representatives 
informed us that they did not believe our sta.tement that 
charges had been filed would violate the confidentiality 
provisions of 42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(b). 

We did not receive the information in the report 
concerning the charges filed by the women’s group from 
EEOC. Rather, we received this information from repre- 
sentatives of the women’s group, the bank, and Treasury. 
Consequently, we believe that the prohibition contained 
in 42 U.S.C. 2000e-5(b) against EEOC making filed charges 
public is not applicable in this situation. Therefore, 
we see no basis for EEOC’s position that we should not 
divulge the fact that EEOC is conducting an investiga- 
tion. 

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF MARYLAND COMMENTS -- 

Bank comment 

The bank said EEOC’s investigation is still pend- 
ing, and there has not been a finding by EEOC of probable 
cause to believe discrimination existed or a finding by 
the courts that the bank engaged in any unlawful conduct. 
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The bank also said that Treasury had not determined the 
bank in noncompliance with the Executive order and re- 
quested that its case not be discussed in the report be- 
cause the report will irretrievably prejudice the bank’s 
right to a fair and impartial investigation by EEOC and 
Treasury. 

Our analysis 

This report does not evaluate the merits of the al- 
legations against the bank; an accurate and objective 
chronology of Treasury’s and EEOC’s review and investiga- 
tive efforts will not prejudice the bank’s right to a fair 
and impartial investigation by Treasury and EEOC. 

Bank comment 

The bank cited the provision of title VII of the Civil 
Rights Act of 1964, as amended, which states that: 

“It shall be unlawful for any officer or em- 
ployee of the Commission to make public in 
any manner whatsoever any information obtained 
by the Commission pursuant to its authority 
under this section prior to the institution 
of any proceeding under this subchapter involv- 
ing such information.” (42 U.S.C. 2000e-8(e)) 

The bank said the intent of this section is to protect 
respondents in EEOC cases from the damage to their reputa- 
tion resulting from the Government’s publication of unfounded 
charges of discrimination. The bank believes our report 
violates this confidentiality by discussing the bank and de- 
tailing the charges filed against it. 

Our analysis 

Our report states, in summary, the charges of discrimi- 
nation as filed with EEOC against the bank by two of its 
women employees. However, the information contained in 
this report was not obtained from EEOC records but from 
the women’s pleadings filed with the U.S. District Court 
for the District of Maryland seeking injunctive relief. 

Bank comment 

The bank believes our report should state that EEOC has 
not yet determined whether there is probable cause to believe 
that the bank engaged in any discriminatory conduct. 
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Our analysis 

EEOC officials advised us that they could not make 
public the status of its investigation of the bank at this 
time due to restrictions on the disclosure of such informa- 
tion imposed by title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 
as amended e (See p. 34.) 

VEDDER, PRICE, KAUFMAN, KAMMHOLZ 
& DAY COMMENTS (COUNSEL FOR HARRIS 
TRUST AND SAVINGS BANK) 

Bank comment 

The bank asked that the report be revised to state it 
had been reviewed by Treasury prior to November 1974. 

Our analysis 

Treasury records show that it had reviewed the bank 
on two occasions prior to November 1974--once in April 1971 
and again in June 1972, 

Bank comment 

The bank said the report infers that Treasury should 
not have determined the bank in compliance with the Executive 
order based on the bankIs written commitments to remedy 
defects in its AAP, The bank said this procedure is au- 
thor ized by Labor guide1 ines I and it has seen widespread 
use in the contract compliance program. 

Our analysis 

Our report does not infer that Treasury is to be 
criticized for this procedure but states that Treasury 
did not comply with Labor’s directive to issue the bank 
a show-cause notice 0 We recognize that Labor guidelines 
permit a compliance agency to determine a contractor in 
compliance with the Executive order based on the contrac- 
tor’s written commitments to correct the deficiencies in 
its AAP. (See p* 19.) 

Bank comment 

The bank said the report suggests that it was remiss 
in failing to determine if any of its employees were an 
affected class. The bank stated that it has no such obli- 
gation and that the determination of whether an affected 
class exists is the responsibility of Treasury. According 
to the bank, its obligation is to cooperate with Treasury 
by providing sufficient data and it had fully cooperated 
with Treasury. 
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Our analysis 

During May 1975 Treasury held several meetings with the 
bank to resolve deficiencies identified by Labor. At those 
meetings, Treasury informed the bank that it suspected affected- 
class problems at the bank and the bank voluntarily committed 
itself to conduct an affected-class study. Our review did 
not disclose any evidence that the bank was not cooperating 
with Treasury and Labor in attempting to resolve the sus- 
pected affected-class problems. 

Bank comment 

“Finally, as representatives of the Bank discussed 
with [a GAO representative] during a recent meet- 
ing in Chicago, there are agreements between the 
Bank and the Treasury Department, between the Bank 
and the OFCCP, and, we believe, between the Trea- 
sury Department and the OFCCP that all material 
submitted and discussions held concerning the af- 
fected class analysis and the unresolved status 
of any ‘affected class problems’ are confidential. 
Albeit some of these agreements are oral many 
have been confirmed in correspondence between 
the Bank and government officials. Any exposure 
of the affected class analysis discussions or 
related material through a GAO report or other- 
wise would be a violation of these agreements 
and a breach of faith between those parties. 

“Accordingly it is requested that any discus- 
sions or references to the Harris Bank’s affected 
class analysis or ‘affected class problems’ be 
deleted from the draft report before that report 
becomes a matter of public record, and that such 
discussions remain confidential at least until 
all work is completed and final conclusions es- 
tablished .” 

Our analysis 

Although Treasury declined to express an opinion as 
to whether information in this report violates any confi- 
dentiality commitment, Labor stated that this report does 
not violate such commitments. Labor advised us that com- 
mitments of confidentiality had been made on specific de- 
tailed information obtained from the bank. However, Labor 
also advised us that the material in this report does not 
deal in any way with the confidential data. Labor stated 
that the confidential data was not disclosed to us or to 
anyone else. Labor also stated that: 
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‘I* * i the draft material merely discloses that 
allegations have been made of an affected class 
of women at the facility, that Treasury has 
failed to deal with the matter as required by 
the Executive Order and the Rules and Regulations 
pursuant thereto, and that OFCCP has assumed 
responsibility for making a final determination 
as to the existence or nonexistence of such af- 
fected class or classes. 

“OFCCP has made no verbal or written commitments 
to the effect that the very existence of this af- 
fected class issue, or the status of the investi- 
gation into itI would be held confidential. There 
is nothing in the Order or in the Rules and Regu- 
lations authorizing such confidentiality; indeed, 
a requirement of that nature would appear unneces- 
sarily restrictive upon a thorough investigation.” 

NORTHERN TRUST COMPANY COMMENTS 

Bank comment 

The bank denied it was guilty of widespread employment 
discrimination and stated that it had complied with all 
Treasury directives and instructions in preparing its AAP 
and should not be criticized. 

Our analvsis 

Our report expresses no conclusions on whether the 
charges of employment discrimination are valid. The in- 
formation in this report should not be interpreted as im- 
plying criticism of the bank. The bank is primarily 
responsible to Treasury, and our review showed no evidence 
that the bank was uncooperative or unwilling to meet its 
equal employment responsibilities. 

Bank comment 

The bank requested that it not be identified in the 
report because its identity was not germane to our review 
of Treasury’s administration of the contract compliance 
program. 

Our analysis 

The information concerning Northern Trust Company 
and other identified banks is included pursuant to the 
specific request of Senator Proxmire’s office. 
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO COMMENTS - 

The bank said that, during an interview with our repre- 
sentative, it was informed that their comments would be held 
in confidence and that no effort would be made to discuss 

id the the merits of any charges or compla 
report is not consistent with those 

ints. The bank sa 
assurances. 

Our analysis 

This report does not contain any information obtained 
during the interview with the bank's officials. Moreover r 
the report does not discuss or assess the merits of the 
women's group charges and complaints filed against the bank. 

AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK & TRUST 
COMPANY OF CHICAGO COMMENT 

The bank said it questioned whether the women's group 
allegations against the bank met Labor's definition of a 
complaint. 

Our analysis 

Treasury records show that it considered the women's 
group allegations against the Chicago banks to be complaints 
and OFCCP representatives said the complaints met Labor's 
definition of a complaint. 

HELL FEDERAL SAVINGS AND LOAN 
ASSOCfiTION COMMENT -- 

The association said Treasury should have resolved the 
women's group complaint in its favor based on information 
obtained by Treasury during its August 1974 compliance re- 
vierti. The association said it would have welcomed a prompt 
investigation if the complaint raised specific new areas 
of concern to Treasury. 

Our analysis 

We do not agree that the complaint should have been 
resolved in the association's favor solely because Treasury 
had determined the association in compliance shortly be- 
fore the complaint was received. Labor guidelines require 
a coinpliance agency to (1) institute a prompt investigation 
of each complaint filed or referred to it and (2) follow 
specific investigatory procedures for resolving the com- 
plaint. We agree with the association that it and the com- 
plainant are entitled to a prompt investigation and resolu- 
tion of the complaint. 
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WILLIAM PROXMIRE 
WISCONSIN 

WA!WINGTON. D. C. 

November 8, 1974 

The Honorable Elmer B. Staats 
Comptroller General of the United States 
General Accounting Office 
441 G Street, NW 
Washington, D. C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Staats: 

I am initiating an examination of the Treasury Department's Equal 
Opportunity Program and the effectiveness of its compliance review of Federal 
depository banks. The General Accounting Office has, I know, recently 
conducted an investigation of the Federal contract compliance program for 
the Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic Committee. As a 
member of that committee and of the Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and 
Urban Affairs, which has oversight responsibility for Treasury regulation of 
banks coming under its jurisdiction, I request that you expand your original 
study and investigate Treasury's contract compliance program in detail. 
The investigation should cover compliance review and follow-up review activities, 
procedures for approval and updating of affirmative action programs, and use of 
available sanctions to obtain compliance. 

In conjunction with this general investigation, I'request that you also 
look into some spec ific cases which have been brought to my attention and 
which appear to indicate inadequate enforcement of EEO requirements by the 
Treasury Department. Additional materials relating to these cases are enclosed. 

The first case concerns a complaint filed with Treasury by the 
Coalition Against Sexist-Racist Hiring (CASH) and the National Organization 
for Women (NOW) charging employment discrimination against minorities and 
women by four major District of Columbia banks. Treasury dismissed the 
complaint, saying that it was not warranted by the facts and was brought by 
parties not authorized to bring complaints before the Department. I would 
appreciate your assessing the merits of Treasury's dismissal of this case, 
which is still pending before the Equal tiployment Opportunity Commission. 
[See GAO note 1, p. 61.1 

The second case involves sex discrimination charges filed against 
Peoples National Bank of Maryland by two women employees who were denied 
promotions and then dismissed after making a formal inquiry about advancement 
policies. A Baltimore District Court judge has granted a preliminary injunction 
reinstating them in their jobs pending further legal action. According to 
Treasury officials, no compliance review has ever been conducted at Peoples 
National, which is a federal depository. I request that you look into the 
reasons for this omission and determine whether Treasury had made any efforts 
to apprise this bank of its EEO responsibilities as a Federal contractor. 
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Finally, I call your attention to charges filed with the EEOC 
against five major Chicago banks by Women Employed (WE), which appear 
to have prodded Treasury into planning an on-site compliance investigation. 
Evidently there has been no compliance review of any of these banks in over 
three years. I request that GAO examine the reasons for this previous inaction 
and the findings made in the upcoming investigations, with a view to evaluating 
the effectiveness of Treasury’s contract compliance program to date. [See 
GAO note 2 below.] 

Thank you for giving this request your prompt attention. 

Sincerely, 

William Proxmire, U.S.S. 
WP: ebm 
Enclosures: Copy of CASH petition and Treasury response 

Copy of charges filed with EEOC against Peoples National Bank 
and Washington Post article on the case 
Copy of American Banker article on WE charges against Chicago banks 

GAO note: 1. As agreed with Senator Proxmire’s office this 
report does not discuss the complaint fried 
with Treasury by the Coalition Against Sexist- 
Racist Hiring. 

2. Women Employed filed complaints against seven 
major Chicago banks. 
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Ei"IPLOYMENT PROFILE OF 3,091 BANKS 

SUBMITTING EMPLOYER INFORMATION REPORTS IN 1973 

Job Women Minorities PC 
categories Total Number Percent Number Percent 

All employees 737,081 459,049 62.3 112,355 15.2 

Officials and 
managers 148,041 28,336 19.1 7,364 5.0 

Professionals 29,274 7,657 26.2 2,172 7.4 

Technicians 16,820 4,269 25.4 2,296 13.7 

Sales workers 7,317 3,969 54.2 594 8.1 

Office and 
clerical 495,733 403,105 81.3 88,128 17.8 

Service workers 26,483 6,998 26.4 8,505 32.1 

Blue collar 
workers 13,413 4,715 35.2 3,296 24.6 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE TREASURY 
WASHING+ON. DC. 20220 

ASSISTANT SECRETARY 

MAR 5 1976 

Dear Mr. Lowe: 

As you may know, the Secretary is currently out of the 
country and I am therefore responding in his behalf to your 
letter of February 6, 1976, with which you provided him copies 
of your draft report on the evaluation of the Department 
Equal Opportunity Program for our comment. 

Your report notes many deficiencies in the administration 
of the Program which we have noted and had sought to correct 
even prior to receiving your report. 

We are disappointed that your report provides no adequate 
recognition to the significant improvements which have been 
instituted by us during the past 18 months. These are accom- 
plishments which are clear evidence of my personal involvement 
and the Department's commitment to strengthen and improve 
our Program. 

I trust that as you review the accompanying comments, 
you will take into consideration that we believe it is necessary 
that these statements of position must be reflected in your 
final report, thus achieving some needed objectivity and 
placing the report in more proper perspective. 

Sincerely yours, 

Warren F. Brecht 
Assistant Secretary (Administration) 

Mr. Victor L. Lowe 
Director, General Government Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Enclosure 
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Treasury'sCammtsinResponseto 
General Account* Ottice's Draft Report 

The~~Department'sEqual~lo~t~tycontract 
Cimpliance Progrm was initiated late 1967, after a determination 
that financialagentsw3re subject to Executive Order 11246. Tbrea 
staffpersomelwreassignedtodevelopandpramiLgateaprogramand 
conduct surveillance for an entire financial universe of approximately 
5,000 of 16,000 banks. The staff level did not increase until FY 1971 
franwhichti~.~ ithasbeengraduallyaugtmted to itspresentlevel 
of 30 professionals and 10 clericals. 

In order to rmximize the effectiveness of the limited staff and 
to educate an entire industry to its responsibilities under thalkecu- 
theOrder, theDepartmntmqhasizedaprogramoftechnicalassistance 
andmoral suasionindealingwith financialagents. The goalwasto 
change the workforce profile in the banking industry by assuring that 
minorities and mmzn were recruited, hired, trained, and upgraded. 

Xnorityeqloymentinbankspriorto1968was insignificant and 
tidicated that the in&try was "lily white" and almst void of oppor- 
tmity for minorities. Currently, the record indicates that within the 
universe of appro&wely 800,000 apployees (as reported to the Joint 
Repartingsystemofthe~andtheDepar~tofLabar),~tY 
errploymenthas risen frcrabelow4O,OOO in1968to over l38,OOOin early 
1975; for blacks, the increase was fran approximately 22,000 to over 
88,oooand, for Hispsnics, frccnapproximtely l2,oOOto over 36,000. 
[See GAO note 1, p. 80.1 

Webave beenadvisedbyblackleadership andbynunerous bankers 
tbrougbouttbe countrythattheTreaslnrypmgramof~ralsuasion, 
techical guidance, and the cwpliance reviawprogrammre the principal 
Factors leading to the rapid changes and the evident results. 

Lbzensofmrks~shavebeenconductedtbroughout thecomtryby 
theDepartmnt. Thesehavebeenheldincooperationwithvarious state 
banksassociatims andbankpersmnelgroups. It is estimtedthat 
kadqmrter'sprogra~~staffhaspresentedthe subjectofaffimative 
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action and the requirements for compliance with the Executive Order to 
well over 50,000 bankers. Separate meetings have been held with 
approximatelyl,OOO of the top leaders of the banks throughout this 
comtry to assure awareness of the EEO requirements and to promte 
leadership roles in assuring mauingful results at their banks. 

While it may be true that enforcsmmt programs me not instituted 
in cases where some deficiencies were found, it should be noted that, in 
almost all instances, agreements were secured to institute activities 
and programs for the hiring and upg'rading of minorities at the banks. 

'lke Department of Labor's Director of the Office of Federal Contract 
Compliance fiogrms was fully apprised of 0~1: -hasis and endorsed con- 
tinuation thereof on several occasions because it was felt that results 
were rapid, in significant m&em and most meaningful and served as a 
better testinmnia 1 than a record of toughness and threatened sanctions. 

Labor 
It became evident in 1973, through changes at the Departroent of 
and new Office of Federal Contract Compliance requirements, that 

Treasury's program, emphasis and operation required study, Therefore, 
Treasury instituted its awn wmagment review program in late 1973. As 
a consequence, a centralheadquarters operationwas decentralizedinto 
six regioual offices with strong staff direction and leadership and with 
a greater enforcen-mtorientation. Many of the findings andrecmnenda- 
tions reflected in the GAO report was discovered by us as problem areas 
duringo~~~cmintemalmanagement reviewsndmnyckngeshavebeen 
instituted, particularly during the past year, prior to, but consistent 
with, the parallel GAO recammdaticm. The GM auditors were ccunpletely 
apprised of this action but the report does not reflect the significant 
changes. 

General Accounting Office accepts Ikpamrent of Labor compliance 
opinions as uncontrovertible but Treasury's opinions on how to met 
this problem are equally supportable. That labor seeks to "crack down" 
on managenent, anywhere, is a cammly held view of labor's decisions. 
What Treasury has attempted to do is merely to bring banks into contract 
cmpliance through cooperative efforts rather than through the heavy 
hand of authority. Where indicated, Treasury is prepared to take 
enforcemnt action even to the extent of terminating Federal depositary 
relationships, 

lhe Department's specific cements on the MO Draft Report follows: 
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Small Percentage of Financial Institutions Revimd (Page 8) 

In discussing thenunber andpercentage of financial institutions 
reviewad by Treasury bemen fiscal years 1971 and 1975, the draft 
report conveys the mwarranted and negative impression that Treasury is 
to be criticized for not conducting cmpliance reviews at institutions 
haxingfewzrthan5Omployees. Notonlyis it a smdmmagment 
decision to allocate one's resources to areas where mximun results 
can be expected, but also, the Departmnt of Labor's guidelines for 
the cm-duct of ccqliance reviews (Revised Order No. 14) provide no 
procedures for the review of contractors having fewer than 50 anployees, 
since such small institutions are not required to prepare affirmative 
actionplans i.naccordancewithLabor's guidelines. Buther, since the 
bulkoftheevidenceacquireddurkgaccq~limcereviewtos.upportcon- 
elusions of discrimina tion or an absence of affimative actim is based 
upon statistical imparities, the lownu&er of employees and the propor- 
tionately fewer nurker of personnel actions which could be expected to 
occur in a given tinxz frame muld diminish the reliability of amp&me 
review findings. 

TrwmryReviewsNot&etingIabor Standards (Page13) 

There is merit to the &aft report's findings regarding Treasury's 
inconsistency innoeetinglabor standards for the conduct of cc@i.ance 
review. Hmzver, the report doesnotreflectcertainmitigating facts 
that&d provide a me objective evaluation. Labor's slsandards are 
contained in Revised Order No. 14. This Order first became effective on 
July 1, 1972, andwas further revised on Amwry 23, 1973, May 21, 1973, 
February 17, 1974, and July 12, 1974. The requiremnts of the currently 
effective version of that Order vary significantly frm the requirements 
of earlier versions. Thus, to measure Treasury's performmce in prior 
years against a standard which has only been effective in its current 
fom since July 12, 1974, provides a less than accurate evaluation. 

Also mooted in the draft report is the fact that Revised Order 
No. 14 contains ambiguous language and provides for evaluation procedures 
which are, at best, confusing. Further, the draft report doesnot 
recognize the factthatL&mhasnotdevelopedtraining courses to 
inswc cmpliance specialists intheuseoftheOrder,norhaw 
instructionalmranda been issued to clarify its ambiguities. 

Finally, Labor's Revised Order No. 4, which specifies the 
requirements of an acceptable Affirmative Action Program, and Revised 
Order No. 14, kich dictates how the acceptability of an Affirmative 
ActionProgrmlwillbe measured, require that affected class discri- 
mination analyses be conducted and that identified discrimination 
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be remxlied. Yet to this date, Labor has not published for contractor 
use the guidelines to be followed or the remedies to be used in identi- 
fying and resolving affected class discriminatim.~ This it-mnsistency 
is further ccmpomded by the fact that a cmpliance determination is 
to be reached within only 60 days from the date a contractor's 
Affirmative Action Program is received for desk audit purposes. In 
this regard, weu-xlerstandthatmostof the compliance agencies have 
informed OFc6 (even though its regulations authorize the extension of 
the 60 days) that the basic 60&y time frame is unrealistic; especially 
when the contractor's workforce nms into the thousands. 

[Inadequate] Management Information (Page 20) --- 

Although the findings of the draftreportare accuratewith respect 
to the quality and accuracyofmsnagemntinformationacquired inpast 
years, it is not true for reviews conducted during the past six months. 
Currently, the Headquarters Office is furnished with the identity and 
dates of reviews scheduled for all financial institutions six weeks in 
advance of the calendar quarter inwhicl-the reviews are to occur. When 
a compliance deter&nation is made, the Headquarters Office is provided 
with a copy of the letter of notification to the financial institution 
together with the required reports prepared for forwarding to Labor. In 
additicm to the foregoing, further ref inenxznts to our present system for 
data accunulation and retrieval are well advsnced and ccaopletion is 
anticipated in the irmoediate future. 

Inaccurate Reporting to Labor (Page 23) 

Saw portion of the inaccurate reporting to L&or would, achxittedly, 
be attributable to an inadequate managmt infumtion system discussed 
above; however, a mjor factor causing inaccurate reporting by all 
compliance agencies is confusicmover definitions ofvarious reporting 
categories used on Labor's report format. Anxmg other Formation sought, 
the report seeks data on the number of reviews 'Planned", "Ccxnpleted", 
"In Conciliation", "In-Progress-Current tith", and "In-Progress-prior 
%nth". These reporting categories are further broken dcx&bywbether 
the compliance review is an initial review, a follow-up review or a 
complaint investigation. I&or has not specifically described the 
status or characteristics of a compliance review that would pennit 
consistently accurate reporting in the various report categories. Hence, 
a variatxe results betwen whal: Treasury's cc@eted case records reflect 
sndwhat Laborassutreswas ccanpletedaccordingto theway they construe 
the report categories. 

[See GAO note 2, p. 80.1 
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[See GAO note 2, p. 80.1 

The draft 
report further asserts that a siqificant number of coding s?.eets could 
not be used by labor as they mitted essential data or contained in- 
accurate information. If so, why were they not returned to Treasury 
for correction as is called for by present operation procedures? 

[Financial Institutions Subject to the -_II 
EsGe Order Not Identifiedl(Page26) --- 
We recognized in our mm intemalmnagement study the need to 

mre accurately identify financial institutions subject to the Equal 
Opportunity Program. Arzmgmts have been completed for the EEOC 
to furnish computer input tapes prepared for Brployer Information 
Reports (EO-1) sulxnitted each year by financial institutions nationwide. 
This listing will be checked against records of the Federal Deposit 
Insurance Corporation to ensure accuracy of the data base. The EEOC 
originally advised us that the tapes wxld be available in October 1975. 
We have not yet received them but do anticipate their receipt in the 
inmdiate future. 

[Lack of Treasury-EECC Consultation] (Page 31) -.- --- 
The need for better coordination with EFDC is a valid criticism; 

howsver, there are mitigating circumstances which do not always permit 
the kind of close coordination contemplated by the rmmmhm of mder- 
standingbetweenLaborandEEOC. With our limited resources it is 
frequently wasteful of time and travel money to visit a particular 
EEOC office when both Treasury's Regional Office and the financial 
institution to be reviewed are located in other cities. Additionally, 
telephone contacts are seldan productive of helpful information; for 
exa@e, the fact that EEOC has minvestigated complaints outstanding 
against a particular employer scheduled for a ccmpliaace review is not 
conclusive evidence of discrimination. Further, it would be duplicative 
for Treasury to atmnpt investigation of charges filed with !ECC, as 
the Conmission will ultimately conduct its mm investigations of 
canplaints of discrimination. 
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Need for Stronger Enforcement 
of the Contract Coinpliance Program [For 

Financial Institution&] (Page 34) 

It became apparent that while a majority of financial institutions 
had responded favorably to moral suasion, there remained a hard core 
of institutions whose recalcitrance made vigorous enforcement efforts 
necessary. Therefore, in early 1974 a number of tmnagemnt decisions 
were made to emphasize a stronger enforcenmt approach: 

First, an initial decision was made to decentralize day-to-day 
operatims of the Equal Opportmity Program by establishing a n-r 
of Regional Offices throughout the nation. These offices are now 
headed by managers with many years of proven experience in enforce- 
mt and administration of the Executive Order program. With one 
exception, all of these new managers ccme fram other compliance agencies 
where they had built records of strong enforcement and technical 
expertise. 

To upgrade the technical knowledge of our experienced, md 
inexperienced staff, we decided to conduct a rigorous workshop in 
December 1975, tailored to achieving consistency, professionalism, and 
thoroughness in the entire review process. We believe that this work- 
shop accmplished these objectives. A copy of the agenda followed at 
that workshop &attached as Appendix I. Examinaticm of this, agenda 
will disclose that it emphasized training in the same axeas as have 
been identified in the CA0 draft report as stated deficiencies ti 
Treasury's program. 

Concurrent with its planned decentralization program, Treasury 
added five professional positions'to its field offices during fiscal 
year 1975. In preparation of our FY 76 budget, the fImding for our 
compliance activity had to be considered along with the other priority 
requirements in the Office of the Secretary -- which were considerable. 
At the s~t~,Treasury, likealEo~e~~artments,hadbeenasked 
by the President to make every effort possible to reduce Federal 
arpenditures . Consequently, we were unable to request the increase 
instaffingthat OFCCPreccmended. We did, however, include funding 
for an increase of six positions in the Office of Equal Opportunity 
E'rogrm for FY 76. Five of these positions will be for the compliance 
function and will permit us to establish a regional office in New York 
City, (which action has already been initiated). Additionally, k~ plan 
to request similar increases in FY 77, FY 78, and the years following, 
increases which till eventually enable us to attain the level of 
staffing that OFCCP has remmended. These L?eparlmentbudgetingplans 
for assiduously meeting our requirements for increased staffing in the 
contract compliance tission area were commmicated by Secretary Simm 
to then Labor Secretary Brennan in a letter dated Nove&er 5, 1974. 
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[See GAO note 2, p. 80.1 
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During thepastyearTreasu.ryhas 
attempted to conclude each review, where unresolved deficiencies were 
identified, with a written ccmitment to take specific, corrective 
actions. In cases kere contractors have failed to do so m have 
issued ten showcausemtices. It mat be remanbered that the show 
cause notice is not an end in and of itself, but only one of my mans 
by which equal opportunity program results are to be achieved. It is 
ultimately our mst effective tool, but premature or over-zealous use of 
the show cause notice would not only necessarily alienate the business 
camunity, but it muld lose its present shock effectthrough frequent, 
repetitive use. 

One last point, Trwiury's former policy of relying primarily on 
mral suasion has produced positive results. The past success of this 
approachis evidencedbythedramtic increase timinorityemploywnt 
in financial institutions &ring the period 1968 - 1974. At the and 
of 1967, black and Spanish- surnmrzdanploymentin thenation'sbanks 
stood at 6.6 percent. By 1974, that figure had tmre than doubled, 
reaching 14.2%; an increase of 115 percent in only seven years. This 
was accanplished during a period &en Treasury's ccmpliance staff grew 
fran tbree persons at the end of 1967 to a total of 20 professicmals 
in 1974. 

Affirmative Action Program Fbt'Prepared 
by! 

'The draft report accurately docuwnts the fact that many financial 
institutionshadnot:preparedAEf~~~ActionPlans. Howver, the 
reportconveystbeclearbutexmnems impressimthatsuchcontinuesto 
be the case. Notonlyarem respondingprQnptlytoeachnoticereceived 
frantheFDICidentifying institutionswhichhavenoplans, butour 
~~tstaffinitsspeakingengagementsbeforef~~~~try 
groups are underscoring the requiremntthat Affirmative ActionPlans 
nust be preparedandupdatedarmually. Father during the past year, 
Treasury's EkgimalManagershaveappearedbefore eightAffirmti.ve 
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Actionf3emimrs sponsoredbythe AmericanBankers Association for the 
specific purpose of training tidustry personnel officials in how to 
prepare anacceptable Affimative ActimPlan. SinceJuly1975, each 
RegimalOfficehasbeen conducting km-day affirmative actionplan 
mrleshops onaquarterlybasis for allfinancialinstitutionswhichare 
toreceiveccxrpliancerwims duringthenextthreemmths. Attachedas 
AppendixIIisasaqleofanagendaandthematerials furnishedcon- 
tractors during these quarterlyworkslmps. To ourknowledge, no other 
ccnpli.anceagencyin Govermmt is going to these lengths to assist 
contractors in the preparation of acceptable affimative action plans. 

While it is true that my affirmative action plans accepted by 
Treasury during the period January 1972 - Decmiber 1974 do not meet 
Iabor's current guidelines, an objective reportingmsttake into 
account that Labor's guidelineswereundergoingfrequentr~sicsls 
(see earlier ccmsnts); the standards used to rwasure the acceptability 
of AAP's were not finally effective until July 12, 1974, more than 
~-fourthsofthe~ythraugh~periodoweredby~draft 
repart. 

Reviews Not Completed [Promptly] (Page 45) 

The draft report accurately docuumts Treasury's difficulty in 
meeting the sixtydaydeadlinerequiredbyI.aborguidalines for mnpleting 
aognpliancereviewandrea~a~liancedetermination.Al~ 
our record has iqmved markedly in recent mm&s, there mnain many 
instances Mhere the deadline is u-met. When such is the case, we are 
nawroutinelyrequestingtimeextensiansfromLaborand~requests 
arebeingappmved. 

The root of the problem is tit addressed in GAO's draft report. 
Labor guidelines (RevisedOrderNo. 4)requixe thatifaffectedclass 
discrimination exists remedies to cure its effects are to be instituted. 
Unfortuoately, other than to provide a brief, general definition of 
affected class discrimination, Labor has published no official guidelines 
for~~~taruseastohowtoproeedKdllydeterndne if an affected 
elzss is present or on what basis remedies are to be drafted. 
earlier 

(See 
carnoents). Chwqently, ~acixupliamereviewthe ccmpliance 

agency has hsufficienttimeto conductthenianymalyseswhichare 
nesessaryinorder to detmminethepresenceofthis fomofdimriminatim. 

Additionally, labor's 60&y rule n&es no distinction between reviews 
ofsmdllar~~sizedfirms,and~se~chnray~loy~ythausands 
ofpersons. Obviously,reviewsofccmparablefzlvx~ssr~e 
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proportimatelymre time. Finally,~areexperiencingareluctance 
on the part ofmanyfinancialinstitutims to enter intomaningful 
and costly conciliation agremznts without the prior approval of their 
boards of directors. Asmstboardsmetnomre freqq?ntly than every 
thirty days, the ensuing delay frequently requires goingbeyond the 
60-daytime limit for a caopliance determination. 

Sex Discrhination Qlarges Filed Against the 
PeoplesNational Bmkot Maryland (page 59) 

Ihe &aftreportfindingregardingTreasury's canpliance 
relatianship with this bank is, in part, an accurate accounting; 
in part, it is not. It is true that Treasurydidno~ infomthe 
bank of its equal employment c@mtunity obligations after receiving 
notice in February 1972. It is equally true thatpriortofhgust 
1975, thebankhadnotbeenreviewed for caqliancewith the 
ExecutiveOrder. Howzver, incontext, it shouldbeunderstoodthat 
prior to thattkPeoples NationalE!ankwas onlyoneoftmny snnall 
bankswhichhadnotbeenreviewed. Thiswas consistentwithapolicy 
of allocatimg scarce resources for review to large institutions where 
greater rumhers of enployuznt opporhmities could be expected. 

[See GAO note 2, p. 80.1 

A chrunology of events reflecting the review process of Peoples 
National Bank is attached as Appendix III. 

Discrimination [Complaints] Filed Aqainst Seven 
Chicago Financial Institutions (Page 65) 

[See GAO note 2, p. 80.1 
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[See GAO note 2, pa 80.1 

A partofarery~liancerwi~,accordingtoLdborguidelines, 
zimmlves contact with local cmmmitygroupsandspokespersonsfor 
generalinformationalxmtthe employmentpolicies andpractices of the 
contractortobereviewed. Generalallegatims, suchas thosereceived 
directly frm"WE" in Chicago, or similar broad charges such as those 
that~trefllltfrgncoordinationwithEEOC,arefrequentlyrecei~ 
during a cmpliance revim. In these cir~tances the revi* 
canpliance officer is instructed to closely inspect those employment 
practices called to our attention, e.g. "recruiting", "training', 
'~romtions", etc., during the on-site compliance review. Such general 
allegations are not, l33mver, "complaints". 

A "complaint"nustneetthe criteriaoutlinedin, andbeprocessed 
in accordance with, T.&or guidelines designated in 41 Cl% 60-1.21 
tbrougb 60-1.24. 

Since the broad allegations received directly frcm "WE" and in- 
cErectlythrow$lE0Cwarenotconsideredtobeformal capplaints in 
accordancewithLaborguidelines, cmplaintinvestigations,per se,were 
not conductedatthe Chicago financial institutions. Rather, theywzre 
treated as general allegatims which served as points of focus during 
the review process. 

At page 67, the draft report correctly states that Ykeastq 
approvedAffim&iveActionPlans s&nittedbycertakChicago firmxial 
institutionswhichwerefllbsequentlydeterminedby~ asnotmeeting 
I&orguidelines, and that Treasurysubsequmtlyfailedtoissue a shcw 
cause letter or to rescind its earlier approval of the AAl? of one of 
thesetwoinstitutions,HsrrisTntstand~sBank. 

me OFccl? has, to date, not cmw.micatedtoTreasury its reasons 
fornotaccepting the AAP ofkrthem TmstC#qany,theothercmeof 
these two banks whose AM? 'keasury approved. Ch May 1, 1975, OFWP 
offi&llyinfonnedTreasury that Harris TrustandSavings Bank's AM? 
wasnotaccqtablebecause of ina@propriatejobgroupings and 
inappropriate goals and timetables and requested that a "show ~~LISP 
letter be issued on that basis. Our newly appointed Chicago Ekgional 
mnsgermetwiththebankandexplainedthe cca@exities oftheregu- 
lationsandgave thebanktmwekstorevise its AAP. Therevised 
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kAP was delivered to OFCCE’ in May 1975 and wle have received no further 
direction fmn that office with regard to the ccrrpliance~ deteminatim 
that Treasury issued in February 1975. 

[See GAO note 2, p. 80.1 

At the bottan of page 67, the draft report notes. that, as of 
December 1975, Treasury had not yet canpleted its investigations of the 
ccqhints received frun JZEOC in September 1974, against [ two Ibanks : 
Bell Federal Savings and Loan Association, 

and Central National Bank. The 
report should refiect that heasmy did not conduct caqlaint investi- 
gations, as such, because they me furnished by EEOC as background 
informational allegations along with EEOC’s assurance that they muld 
postpone their awn investigations pending caqletion of Treasury’s 
reviews. 

[See GAO note 2, p. 80.1 

In sxmmy, the Departnwt ’ s review of the recdrmen datim made 
in the draft report indicate that action had been taken on each, even 
prior CO the issuance of your report. For the most part, these actions 
are complete and currently operational: 

- We have ensured that ccqliance reviews are perfomzd in accordance 
with Labor’s standards and procedures through issuances of an opera- 
tional handbook and a standard caqliance report fom hich dorm 
to all of Mm’s requirfzmnts under Order #14 and thomugh intensive 
staff training. 
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-Wektveestablishedamnagement information systemwkich 
provides accurateinfoxmstionidentifying institutionswhich 
~beenrevi~dwith~lofthedetails'coveredinyour 
r-dation. 

- We have instituted a systen to ensure accurate reporting from 
the field to the headquarter offices, thus enabling us to render 
accurate informationreportsto the Ikparbmz? ofLabor. 

-Webave arrmgedto secure infoxmationtichwill enableus to 
maintain a current listing of all institutions covered by the 
Executive Order; delivery of that infoxmation is expected 
shortly frcmtheJointRqorti.ngCmnittee. The delay in 
deliverysinceOctober 3Ohasbeenbeyondour controlandis attri- 
buted to validation requirements and problem encountered by the 
Joint Reporting Cmnittee and its contractor. 

-WewillqmndaurreferralwithEEUC, asrequired~labor's 
~mmmandmofmderstanding,w%2hwill iqrove the 
coordinationof cm@ancereviewefforts sndpmmte the inter- 
changeofinfomxtion. 

-We are admlnisteringour cmtractcoqlianceptigraminaccordance 
with labor guidelines wherever possible. We will atteqt to 
secure thenecessaxyrwisions byLabor ofthetimelimitations 
which are currently umurkble. Also, despite a greater eq%asis 
on enforcement, the Departrwnt does not believe it will be beneficial 
to curtail or end its activities of conciliation, mediation and 
persuwim or of providing technical assistance to the banking 
industry. These efforts aremandatedbytheExecutiveOrder and 
haveproduceds~~tresulisst~~ccpnpliance. 
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Feb. 26 

9:oo - 
9:45 - 

10:30 - 

11:15 - 
11:45 - 

12:30 - 
2:oo - 

3:oo - 

3:30 - 
4:30 - 

APPENDIX IV 

AFFIRMATIVE !\CTION WORKSHOP 

HOUSTON RIXIONAL OFFICE 
OFFICE OF EQUAL OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM 

U.S. TREASURY DEPARTMENT 
February 26-27, 1976 

AGENDA 

Opening Remarks - Ken Patton, Regional Manager 
Equal Employment Opportunity Policy; its formulation 

and dissemination - Javier F. Chacon, Compliance Officer. 
The Workforce Analysis; its preparation and use - 

Ken P. Quinn, Compliance Officer. 
Establishing Job Groups - Ken Patton 
The Utilization Analysis and Employment Goals and 
Timetables - Charles S. Cuellar, Compliance Officer 
Lunch 
Continuation - Utilization Analysis and Goals and 

Timetables - Charles S. Cuellar 
The Affirmative Action Officer - Responsibilities and 

Duties - Javier F. Chacon 
Audit and Reporting Systems - Ken P. Quinn 
Questions and Answers - Ken Patton 

Feb. 27 

8:00 - Identification and Resolution of Problem Areas - 
Charles S. Cuellar 

9:00 - Community Involvement Programs - Javier F. Chacon 
9:30 - The Compliance Review Process - Ken P. Quinn 

lo:oo - Coffee Break 
10:20 - Practice Problem - Conducting a Utilization Analysis 

and Setting Employment Goals - Charles S. Cuellar 
11:30 - Questions and Answers - Ken Patton 
12:oo - End of Workshop 
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TAB A 

Pg. 1 

TAB Ii 

Pg. 1 

Pg. 2 

Pg. 3 

Pg. 4 

TAB C 

Pg. 1 

Pg. 2 

Pg. 3 

Pg. 4 

Pg. 5 

TAB D 

Pg. 1 

Pg. 2 

Pg. 3 

Pg. 4 

TAB E 

Pg. 1 

TAB F 

Pg. 1 

TAB G 

TAB H 

TAB I 

TABLE OP CONTENTS : 

EEO POLICY STATEMENT 

Sample Policy Statement 

UORKFORCE ANALYSIS 

Sample WorMorce Analysis Form 

Completed Sample Form- Executive 

Completed Sample Form- Bookkeeping 

Technical Guidance Memo # 1 

UTILIZATION ANALYSIS 

Job Group U. A. Work Sheet 

Goals & Timetables EEO-Format 

Goals % Timetables by Department 

Goals & Timetables by Focus Job.Title 

Recognition of Underutilization 
(Job Group & Organizational Unit) 

AUDIT AND REPORTING SYSTEMS 

Narrative 

Monitoring Report EEO Format 

Applicant Flow Log 

Personnel Requisition 

PROBLEM AREAS 

Identification of Problem Areas 

REVIEW PROCESS 

Three Stage Sequential Presentation 

ORDER # 4 

ORDER t 14 

EEO POSTER 
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June 30, 1975 -Treasuryrequ~tedAAl?fordeskatit, 

July 30, 1975 -PostmarkreflectsAN?miledti 
Treasury. 

Aug. 4, 1975 - Bank's AAp received by Trm. 

[See GAO note 2, p. 80.1 

Cct. 7, 197.5 - Desk audit cmplebd and deficiencies in 
AAPidentifiecL 

Nov. 11 & 17, 1975 - flk2lepbne amticts with EEOC for 
coordinatim. 

Nov. 17, i9-75 - i3ank officials contacted by tern 
andadvisedofdeficietx5es inAZ@. 
BankrequestedmetingwithTreasury. 

Nav. 19, 1975 - Bank officials meet at l?msury and 
areadvisedtosuhitadditionalAAP 
requirmentswithinfive days. 
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NW. 28, 1975 - 

Jan. 15, 1976 - 

Jan. 29, 1976 - 

PresentTh - 

APPENDIX IV 

mxasury official visits EMX: for furtk~ 
azmdinatin before on-site reviw. 

Cmpletion of on-site portion of 
CarrpLianae ratiew. 

Continuation of off-site analysis of data 
anditisanticipatedthatthereviewwill 
be ampleted by March 31, 1976. 

GAO note: 1, Treasury provided us with the data upon which 
their comment was based. This data shows the 
minority employment of less than 40,000 re- 
ferred to by Treasury was actually.the minor- 
ity employment as of 1966 rather than 1968, 
and the minority employment of over 138,000 
in early 1975 referred to by Treasury was 
actually the data for 1974 rather than 1975. 

2. The deleted comments refer to Treasury’s sug- 
gestions for revision which have been incor- 
porated into the final report. 

3. Page numbers in this appendix may not corre- 
spond to page numbers in the final report. 
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‘0 i. 
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EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY COMMISSION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20506 

MAR 16 1976 

Mr, Gregory J. Ahart 
Director, Manpower and Welfare 

Division 
U,S, General Accounting Office 
Washington, D, 6, 20548 

Dear Nr, Ahart: 

This is in response to your letter of February 6, 1974, 
requesting our review and comments on the proposed GAO 
report to Senator William Proxmire on the contract compliance 
activities of the Department of the Treasury. I appreciate 
the opportunity to do soap 

As you know, the draft report was reviewed by EEOC with 
representatives in January and February of this year, On 
both occasions, the GA.0 representatives made revisions of 
the draft at our request based upon Title VII confidentiality 
,provisions, Our reading of the final draft indicates that 
there are two additional sentences of .the report found at 
page 74 requiring modification, Lines 15-M read: opEEOC 
officials informed us that they could not make public the 
status of its investigation of the bank at this time due to 
restrictions on the disclosure of such information,ae*9 
The words “if any’* should be inserted after Vvinvestigationoq 
to exclude any possibility that we are divulging the fact 
that an investigation is in progress@ The Past sentence on 
page 74 reads: “qAn EEOC representative informed us that it 
may be as long as three years before the outcome of its in- 
vestigation of the bank is completed.” This sentence should 
be deleted in its entirety for the same reason* 
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In matters other than confidentiality, we suggest the following: 

1. Page 21, line 5, clarification. To the extent that the 
Treasury Department decentralized its program without 
specific standards ) procedures, and monitoring, the 
liaison arrangement with EEOC would necessarily suffer. 

[See GAO note 1 below.1 

5. Page 35, line 7, clarification. A more realistic and 
effective voluntary compliance program can be accomplished 
if based on a standardized and well-communicated compliance 
review program, 

I hope that these comments will be of assistance to you. Please 
contact me if you need any additional information, 

Sipcerely y,)yys, 
: ' 

c/it, ., 
c ----TIC owe11 W. Perry 
Chairman 

cc: Ben B. Cox 

GAO note: 1. The deleted comments refer to EEOC’s sugges- 
tions for revision which have been incorpor- 
ated into the final report. 

2. Page numbers in this appendix may not corre- 
spond to page numbers in the final report. 
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4009 SUITLAND ROAD, 5. E.. SUITLAND. MARYLAND 20023 

736-1300 

ALFRED C SCUDERI 
CHA,RUAN OF WE BOAR0 
*Ho fYLC”Tl”E COMMITTEE 

March 22, 1976 

Mr. Joseph H. Hobbs, Jr. 
u. S. GeMerdl ilcxxxmtjng Office 
NewI&orwlilding 
Ran N-1657 
200 Constitution Avenue, N. W. 
Washing&m, D. C. 20210 

DearMr.Hobhs: 

I irmwriting~~~behdLfof~ePeoplesNatio~BankofMaryland. At 
our meeting of Match 8, 1976, you infortxed me that the General Acmnting 
Office is preparing a reperk ccncerning the statusof the Department of the 
Treasury's enforcemen t of E%cutive Order 11246. You told me that this 
rqcn-tdealswiththe!Ihwury's cveralladmi.nistraticnandenfcrcementof 
the equal qporhmityprcgrm, and thatadditicnally, at the request of 
SenatirF%mmire, the0 is preparing a chaptercmcemingtheTreasury's 
enforcemantoftheccntractccsmplianceprcgrarnatselectednamedfinancial 
institutions, includingPecplesNational Bankof Maryland. You informedme 
that the reportwillgo throughncmaldistributionqmtes in thecOngress, 
includingallinterestedamnittees, andthatitwmldbeavailabletothe 
public. 

Asyouknow, tw female emplcyees atPeoplesNationalEankof&uyland 
filea~~with~Equal~l~t~~~Camuission~legingthat 
theBank discrimFnatedagainstthmonthebasis of sex inviolationof Title 
VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. Investigationof thesecharges is still 
~gandtothisdate,~hasM3te~beenafindingbry~e~of 
probdblecauseto~~e~discr~~nexis~,rm_lchlessan~t~~f~ 
bytheccurtsthattheSankengagedinanyunlawfulcmduct. 

ln.Eghtof these ongoing investigaticns, webelieve that it is particularly 
inapprogriatetodiscussPeoplesNati~~inyaurReportto~senate. 
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Mr. Joseph H. Ho&s, Jr. 
March 22, 1976 
Page TM 

TO chmnicle these yet unproven charges of discrimination in a public document 
will irreparably damage the reputation of the Bank. !!ke important, because 
of thependencyof these investigations, this Report will irretrievably prejudice 
the right of Peoples National Bank to a fair and inpartial investigation by the 
EECCandthe*partmsntoftheTreasu.ty. For these reasons, me respectfully 
request that the %opl- case not be included in the FZqiox-L 

We understand that Senator Promire has expressly requested that the 
Peoples case be discussed in the Report, but we *;rge you tc ask him tc ~eccm- 
sider. In this regard, I muld note that Title VII of the Civil Rights A& 
of 1964, as an-tended, expressly prwides in Section 709(e): 

"It shall be unlawful for any officer or employee of the 
Ccfttnission to make public in any mnner whatsoever any 
informationobtainedby theCamnissionpmsuan'r.toiirs 
authority m-bier this section prior to the ikstitution cf 
any proceeding under this Title involving such inform&ion." 

The intentof this section is clear,toprotectrespondf3ks inE%lC 
cases frun the damage to their reputation resulting fran the Go-t's 
publication of unfourxded amplaints of discrimination. It is our belief 
that bath the letter and spixit of this provision would be violated by release 
of a report discussing Peoples National ISank and detailing the charges against 
it. 

If it is determined to discuss the sex discrimination charges filed against 
PeoplesNational Bank in the Iieport, there are also anmberof specific caments 
I havewithregard to the draftwhichyouhave submitted tome: 

isee GAG note 1, p. 87.1 
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Mr. Joseph H. Hobbs, Jr. 
Echrch 22, 1976 
Page Three 

3. The Ik3i-d~ is not in a pxition to oo.miwk on the EEOC's investigation 
whichhas notlx2en~le~at this point, butwehmldhave a fewremarks 
about the px+edetermination conciliation procedure which Peoples went through 
inthiscase. At the early stage of the investigation, the EIXC offered Peoples 
the possibility of engagkg in predemtion conciliaticm. This process 
would very si@y be an attempt at settlement of the case prior to a detmi.mt.ion 
as towheth~ornotthaewas probable cause tobelieve that the Bankhad 
dis&.minatedagainsttheCcenplainants. Although ccntinuing to deny the cha~&:zs, 
j,theinterestsofresolving~ecase~tiouslyandiP1the spiritof 
conciliation, the Bank accepted the EZEXX's offer. Two meetings were held with 
the EMKI, on April 16, 1975, and July 29, 1975. There were also numro us letters 
and telephone conversations between the conciliator for the EIXX arid the 
representativesoft.heBank. Without detailing these events, theBank found the 
cmciliationprocess tobeavery frustratingone. Therewere inexcusablylorIg 
delays ingetting information frmtheEI;Eoc as to thebasis for their position 
ad inreceiving aresponse fromtheEJXC! to the Bank's offers of settle3nent. 
Although theEECC insisted that the casebe settledas a "class" action involving 
other individuals as well as the charging parties, to this date the EM)(: has still 
not stated the individuals beli& tobe in the class or setforththebackpay 
allegedly awed to these individuals. Withoutkmx&gthesmsofmoneyinvclxed, 
itwas impossiblefortheE?anktohaveany ideahcwto respond. !&is severely 
inhibited the possibility of any settlement. Finally, on Nov&&er II, 1975, the 
EMK: i.nfoEmed the Bank that its last offer of settlement, made alrmstsixweeks 
before,wsnotacceptable and thatcxmciliationhad failed. Insum, despite 
the good faith efforts of the Eank to settle the case, wa believe that these 
factsmade settlementdifficultifnot impossible. 

4. Page 60 dces not state, andwe believe thatitshouldbe stated, that 
to this date, theEDX!has stillnotdefxminedwhetherornotthereisprobable 
causetobelievethat~~engagedinanydiscrriminataryco~~. 

5. Thedetailingof the experienceof theEankwi.ththeTreasury Departroent 
is essentially correct, atkastinsofar as it touches on factswitbin theBank's 
knmledge. Suffice it to say that as soon as the Bank learned of its obligations 
tosub7iitanAffixmtiveActimPrcgramtcthe rxqm%zntofthe%easury,it.t 
so forthwith. urlfortunately, hcwever, theE%ankdid n&receive sufficientinfmma- 
timas to thedetailsof theplanandthem~ inwhich it shouldbesetup 
under the very cmplex regulations pmnulgatfzdby the wpartrmtofl%?ur. conse- 
cpently, the first plan submittedby the Pankdidlack somof theeknents of 
an accept&leAffi.rmativeAction Program. consequently, on Navember 18, 1975, 
theBankmsinf~bythe Eqm3mentoftheTJceafluryoamplianceoffi~that 
theplanwasnota~leandthatashawcause~ti~~~d1#3issued. Repre- 
~~ti~ofthe~~twi~thetxac8?lianoeofficerthenextdayaradwlereirzformsd 
exactlywhatthefailingsoftheprogramwere. The Bank rwsted and was grankd 
aweek’s ~ioninwhichtosuhmitar~isedAffirmati~~Program. 
Althovghthe~siterwiewof~Bankhasnot~campl~,and~ehas 
beenM)findldeterminatianasto~herornotPeaplesisin~liance~~ 
theExecutivecsrder, thewrittenplanitselfwasprepared imediatelyand 
acoepted- 
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Mr. Joseph H. Hobbs, Jr. 
hIarch 22, 1976 
Page Rmr 

fnslamrary,letme~~sourverygrav\3concernaiKxlt~mannerin 
~~Bankhasbecame~subjectofarepostofPrheGeraeral~~ 
Office. As aresult ofunprovencharges of di.scrimination, charyes fmn 
which theHank feels itwillkeult%atelyvindicated, this institutionhas 
bec!mE?thefocusof~~siondlin~est. ThisiMeresthasaErparently 
lettoccmtactbe.~theTreaswy Lkqmlnmt officials and Senate stiff 
~andtothe~'s~~~~willdiscusstheBank'scaseindetail. 
~~~thatthisinterestandespecidllythepubli~~onoftheEaeport 
canosllyl~~injurytothereputationoftheBankandtoana~~~e 
1~to~seKej~tofaurcasebythe~~l~govenrmen tal agencies. 
W are frankly fearful that if the Report criticizes the enforcf3nent efforts 
of theTreasuqand thenc&cmicles the Peoples case, therewillbe avery 
clear altbugh irrplicit message that Peoples is an exa@e of aeasUry's failings 
inth@~of~ocrcrpl~,arr~lethatshouldbeoorrectedbyafinding 
ofnonazqliance. 

GAO note: 1. The deleted comments refer to the bank’s sug- 
gestions for revision which have been incor- 
porated into the final report. 

2. Page numbers in this appendix may not corre- 
spond to page numbers in the final report. 
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VEDDER, PRICE, KAUFMAN, KAMMHOLZ & DAY 

800 THIRD AVENUE 

NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10022 

212 838.5544 

March 2, 1976 

Mr. William L. Smith 
GAO 
New Labor Building 
Room N-1657 
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20210 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

On February 26, 1976 I had a telephone conversation with 
Mr. Joseph A. Hobbs of your staff concerning a draft of a 
report regarding the contract compliance: program pursuant to 
Presidential Executive Order 11246, as amended. Our conversa- 
tion was at that time limited to that chapter and those sections 
of the report which concerned the activities of the Treasury 
Department as compliance agency for the banking industry 
generally and the compliance status of the Harris Trust & Savings 
Bank of Chicago, Illinois specifically. This firm represents 
the Harris Bank as counsel and pursuant to the suggestion of 
Mr. Hobbs we are transmitting this letter to you for the purpose 
of recording the substance of our principal comments on the 
draft report which we imparted to Mr. Hobbs orally on February 26, 
1976. Mr. Hobbs did at that time graciously consent to an extension 
of time to file these comments with your office through the close 
of business on March 4, 1976. 

On page 65 of the draft report the word "further" should 
be inserted between the terms "initiate" and "compliance" or 
other appropriate modifications to the text made to more clearly 
indicate that the Treasury Department had indeed conducted prior 
compliance reviews of the Harris Bank and was being asked by a 
private women's organization to undertake further and additional 
compliance reviews of the Bank not a first or initial compliance 
review. Mr. Hobbs did indicate that the text of this page was 
also being reviewed in light of those concerns of the Harris Bank 
previously communicated to him to the extent that the present text 
of the draft report suggested the possible existence of an affected 
class of employees at the Bank. It is our position, as related 
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VEDDER, PRICE, KAUFMAN, KAMMHOLZ & DAY 

APPENDIX VII 

to Mr. Hobbs on February 26, 1976, that the only allegation 
concerning the possible existence of an affected class of 
employees at the Bank has been put forth by a private women's 
organization and as of this date there have been no formal 
findings as to the existence of such an affected class by the 
Bank, the Treasury Department or the Office of Federal Contract 
Compliance Programs (OFCCP): 

[See GAO note 1, p. 90.1 

With respect to page 69 of the draft report and its 
apparent criticism of the acceptance by the Treasury Department 
of written commitments remedying possible defects in the Bank's 
AAP as enabling a present finding of compliance to be made, we 
believe the OFCCP regulations, 41 CFR $60-1.20 specifically 
authorizes this procedure and have so advised Mr. Hobbs during 
our conversation of February 26, 1976. Indeed, the acceptance 
of commitments to remedy possible deficiencies in a contractor's 
EEO posture has seen widespread use in the contract compliance 
program and any inference that this procedure is either in- 
appropriate or unauthorized by OFCCP regulations would be both 
unfortunate and misleading. 

As to the respective obligations of the Bank, the 
Treasury Department and the OFCCP to determine the existence of 
any affected class, it is our position as communicated to Mr. Hobbs 
on February 26, 1976 and we believe fully supported by OFCCP 
regulations 41 CFR Parts 60-2 and 60-60 that any determinations 
regarding the existence of an affected class are to be made in 
the first instance by compliance agencies and that the obligation 
of a government contractor and in this instance the Harris Bank 
is to cooperate with its compliance agency by providing sufficient 
data to enable the agency to conduct an affected class analysis. 
The Bank's efforts in this respect have substantially exceeded 
its obligations under the applicable regulations and it continues 
to actively cooperate with the Treasury Department and the OFCCP 
as those agencies continue their review of the Bank's compliance 
status. Consequently, to the extent the draft report suggests 
that the Bank was at all remiss in failing to identify the existence 
of an affected class we would respectfully state that the Bank 
has no such obligation and indeed since neither the Treasury 
Department nor the OFCCP has made such a finding-to date it is 
in any event unlikely that such an affected class exists. 
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VEDDER. PRICE. KAUFMAN. KAMMHOLZ & DAY 3 

Finally, as representatives of the Bank discussed with 
Mr. Hobbs during a recent meeting in Chicago, there are agreements 
between the Bank and the Treasury Department, between the Bank 
and the OFCCP, and, we believe, between the Treasury Department 
and the OFCCP that all material submitted and discussions held 
concerning the affected class analysis and the unresolved status 
of any “affected class problems” are confidential. Albeit some 
of these agreements are oral many have been confirmed in corres- 
pondence between the Bank and government officials. Any exposure 
of the affected class analysis discussions or related material 
through a GAO report or otherwise would be a violation of these 
agreements and a breach of faith between those parties. 

Accordingly it is requested that any discussions or 
references to the Harris Bank’s affected class analysis or “affected 
class problems” be deleted from the draft report before that 
report becomes a matter of public record, and that such discussions 
remain confidential at least until all work is completed and final 
conclusions established, 

We urge you to make those changes in the report as dis- 
cussed with Mr. Hobbs and referred to herein and look forward to 
reviewing the final draft copy and receiving acknowledgement that 
all of our prior submissions and discussions concerning the affected 
class issue will, in fact, be accorded confidential status. 

RMG: JGH 

GAO note: 1. 

2, 

The deleted comment refers to the bank’s sug- 
gestion for revision which has been incorpor- 
ated into the final report. 

Page numbers in this appendix may not corre- 
spond to page numbers in the final report. 
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February 26, 1976 
LAWRENCE W. GOUGLER 

EXLC”T,YE v,ce PRESlDENT 

AND SECRETARY 

Mr. William L. Smith 
Assistant Director 
Manpower & Welfare Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
New Labor Building, Room N-1657 
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20210 

Attention: Mr. Joseph H. Hobbs, Jr. 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

Your representative, Mr. Joseph H. Hobbs, Jr. has 
requested that The Northern Trust Company review certain comments 
concerning alleged employment discrimination aqd the Affirmative 
Action Program of The Northern Trust Company contained in a 
"draft of a proposed report of the General Accounting Office." 

We are, of course, unable to comment on the accuracy 
of the proposed report relating to information or documents given 
to or filed with the General Accounting Office or the U. S. 
Treasury Department by individuals or organizations other than 
The Northern Trust Company. However, any reports or statements 
of "widespread employment discrimination" in The Northern Trust 
Company are untrue. Further, any implication in the report that 
the Affirmative Action Plan of The Northern Trust Company was 
filed without regard and contrary to law is false and misleading. 

The Northern Trust Company prepared an Affirmative 
Action Plan in accordance with interpretations made by the 
Treasury Department of the Labor Department guidelines. It 
was the belief of The Northern Trust Company that such inter,- 
pretations, having been made by the administrative agency charged 
with its compliance, were reasonable, proper, and required its 
adherence. 

It is our understanding the proposed draft report is 
to evaluate the administration of the Equal Employment Opportunity 
laws. The draft report implies that The Northern Trust Company 
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THE NORTHERN TRUST COMPANY 
;- c A G c 

Mr. William L. Smith 
Page Two 
February 26, 1976 

should have observed directives of the Labor Department notwith- 
standing our prior compliance with directives of the Treasury 
Department. Based upon the allegation of a "Labor official," 
the proposed draft report implies a deficiency in the Affirmative 
Action Plan of The Northern Trust Company. We take exception to 
this implication. The Northern Trust Company was not requested 
or permitted to take "corrective" action or even notified of its 
dcriciency because of the tardy review of the Labor Department. 

There is no indication of the thoroughness of such review 
other than it was late, and that a report of such review was oral 
and was not given to The Northern Trust Company. Not made clear 
in this report is the fact that The Northern Trust Company sought 
to comply and did act in accordance with the directives of the 
Treasury Department. 

If this proposed "draft report" was not intended to 
adversely reflect upon the actions of The Northern Trust Company, 
we can see no purpose, germane to a review of agency administration, 
in revealing its identity. Accordingly, we request that any com- 
ments concerning The Northern Trust Company be deleted from this 
report. 

LWG:fj 

Sincerely, 
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THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF CHICAGO 

GERALD I,. SHOTT / VICE PRESIDENT 
PERSONNEL DEPARTMENT 

February 27, 1976 

William L. Smith 
Assistant Director 
Manpower & Welfare Division 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

As you indicated in your letter earlier this month, 
Mr. Hobbs of the General Accounting Office met with us on 
February 12, 1976 and during that meeting we commented on 
a section of the draft report entitled "Need for Better 
Administration and More Enforcement to Ensure that Finan- 
cial Institutions Provide Equal Employment Opportunity under 
the Contract Compliance Program". The section we raeviewed 
and commented on dealt only with our institution. As per 
your request, the following written comments outline that 
discussion and refer to the interview we gave to your re- 
presentative early in 1975 as part of your investigation 
which resulted in the above report. 

In February, 1975, the First National Bank of Chicago 
was notified by the General Accounting Office of its intent 
to interview us concerning the Treasury Department's per- 
formance as a compliance agency. We were sent a list of 
topics that the Office would be primarily interested in 
discussing with us. Those topics were the following 

1. "Your financial institution's views of the 
contractual basis used by the Department of 
Treasury for bringing financial institutions 
under the purview of Executive Order 11246, 
(i.e. tax and loan accounts for commercial 
banks and issuance and paying agents of U.S. 
savings bonds for saving and loan associations)." 

2. "Your financial institution's views of Executive 
Order 11246 and implementing regulation issued 
by the Department of Labor and Treasury, which 
mandate compliance by your institution." 
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3. "Your financial institution's views on the 
quality of past and present guidance received 
from the Department of the Treasury with re- 
gard to maintaining compliance with the regu- 
lations and their revisions." 

4. "Your financial institution's views on the 
disclosure of Government documents such as 
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer Infor- 
mation Reports (EEO-1) to public interest 
groups and individuals." 

5. "Discussion of your financial institution's 
self appraisal of its good faith commitment 
to translate its affirmative action program, 
specifically your work force analysis, ~a,a.~~ls 
and timetables upward mobility programs, and 
expansion of minority/women recruitment sources 
into meaningful results." 

We would like to comment at the outset that we were told 
during that interview in 1975 that our comments would be held 
in confidence and that no effort would be made to discuss the 
merits of any charges or complaints. We unfortunately have 
come to the conclusion and would like the record to reflect 
that in view of what we have seen, the draft is not consistent 
with those assurances. 

Since we only reviewed the section of the draft which con- 
cerned our institution please understand that our comments will 
be therefore, out of context to the whole report. However, we 
do feel it necessary to address the following issues. 

A summary of the First National Bank of Chicago's position 
on the topics which we originally discussed with Mr. Hobbs is 
as follows. 

1. The First National Bank of Chicago is satisfied 
that there is a substantial legal basis for 
bringing financial institutions such as ourselves 
under the purview of Executive Order 11246. 
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2. As an organization, we have endorsed the intent 
of Executive Order 11246 and consider it to be 
a clear and unambiguous document. Our major 
concerns with implementation of the Order however 
are twofold. First, we have found the req.uired 
(as per Revised Order #4) use of job titles for 
utilization analysis to be inadequate for a 
financial institution. Thus, we supported the 
recommendations of the ABA Task Force which re- 
commended the use of salary grades and 30 percent 
salary increments for those positions where no 
salary grades exist, e.g., the exempt and official 
positions. Second, we are of the opinion that 
some improvement in communication among the various 
agencies would benefit the entire EEOIAffirmative 
Action program. 

3. As a Federal Contractor, the Bank has found that 
the compliance officers of Treasury's program 
provided helpful comments and suggestions. 

4. The First National Bank of Chicago has employed 
and will continue to employ an overall policy 
favoring controlled external release of affirma- 
tive action information. We feel the controlling 
factors should include the following elements: 

A. Distinctions should be made between three 
types of information; EEO-1 reports, Af- 
firmative Action Plans, and information 
gathered for, or as a result of a compliance 
audit. 

B. Any disclosure that would result in the dis- 
semination of information concerning the 
projected expansion or contraction of given 
areas should be prohibited for competitive 
reasons. 

C. Any disclosure that could result in the 
identification of individual employees 
ought to be prohibited because it would 
represent an invasion of that individual's 
privacy. 
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5. The First National Bank of Chicago feels that 
it is making a sincere effort, in good faith, 
to translate its Affirmative Action program 
into meaningful results. We have a policy of 
Equal Employment Opportunity and of Affirma- 
tive Action. This policy is being implemented 
and is producing results. Details of this 
effort were discussed with the representatives 
of the General Accounting office during their 
visit in early 1975. 

The Bank becafie aware of allegations of discrimination by 
a Chicago women's group prior to the time of the interview 
with the representatives of the General Accounting Office. 
To the best of our knowledge, each specific allegation was 
investigated during the on-site portion of Treasury's com- 
pliance review of our Affirmative Action Program in November, 
1974, and in later discussions with compliance officers. 
The Bank responded to the allegations by providing all the 
information concerning each situation that has ever been re- 
quested by the Treasury officials. 

Beyond the above general comments, we also feel it is 
appropriate and necessary to comment on certain specifics 
contained in the section of the Office's report in which the 
First National Bank of Chicago is identified. 

1. A small matter but, the compliance review of 
The First National Bank of Chicago took more 
than one month.. We were notified of the intent 
to conduct a review in September, 1974, sub- 
mitted the required information for the desk 
audit within the required timeframe in October, 
1974, and were visited by two compliance 
officers for the on-site review in November, 
1974. Further, the draft report does not de- 
tail the extent of the information Treasury 
requested on subsequent occasions or the several 
discussions which were held during 1975. Un- 
doubtedly, Treasury has supplied you with all 
this information and it is elsewhere in the 
report. 
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2. With respe?? to the draft comments regarding 
the possibility of rjn "affected class"; Trea- 
sury did suggest, in the process of the com- 
pliance review, that such a situation might 
exist. We disagreed but did undertake a 
broad based study to determine whether the 
Bank's policies were being effectuated and 
producing the type of upward mobility which 
is the intent of the Affirmative Action Program. 

The Bank has been and will continue to be proud of its 
efforts to achieve equal employment opportunity through af- 
firmative action. We do not claim and never have claimed 
that we have perfectly accomplished that goal and that no 
more remains to be done. No one disputes the fact that we 
have worked in good faith. We will continue to work towards 
the goal expressed by the Executive Orders which we consider 
to be reasonable and just. However, what appears to be tl,e 
end result of this investigation,.i.e., this report, has con- 
cerned us deeply. 

We have operated on the theory that more could be accom- 
plished by cooperating with our compliance agency than by 
adopting an adversary posture. This position did not preclude 
our disagreement on certain topics, such as unwarranted dis- 
closure. But neither did such disagreements restrict our ef- 
forts to accomplish what needed to be done. 

We submitted these comments in greater detail to Mr. Hobbs 
on February 12 and they are summarized here because we feel 
that they are necessary to an overall view of Treasury's per- 
formance as a compliance agency. 

GLS:jy 
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New Labor Building 
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Washington, D. C. 20210 

Dear Mr. Hobbs: 

Listed belo:., are my comments on certain sections of Chapter 
4 of a draft entitled Need for Better Admini.stration and 
More Enforcement to Insure that Financial Institutions 
Provide Equal Employment Opportunity Under the Contract 
Compliance Program. 

“A Treasury official stated that the review of the Bank was 
not completed and the Bank was not determined in compliance 
because (1) the information submitted by the Bank to correct 
the deficiencies in its AAP was i.nadequate, (2) the method 
used in establishing goals and timetables was questionable, 
and (3) the complaints made by the womens group against the 
Bank were not completely resolved.” 

While preparing our July 1, 1974 - June 30, 1975 AAP, we 
concluded that we required an outside consultant to assist 
us in interpreting Revised Order No. 14. Therefore, we 
hired Equal Employment Opportunity Consultants to work 
with us. When that organization was selected by the ABA 
to develop an Affirmative Action guidelines booklet for 
banks, we were convinced that our choice for professional 
help was an excellent one. 

We consulted frequently with Equal Employment Opportunity 
Consultants while preparing our plan and at the time we 
submitted additional material to the Chicago office of the 
Treasury shortly after their on-site review in November of 
1974. When we were not contacted further by Norvel West, 
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Acting Direcotr of the Chicago Office of the Treasury, 
during the Spring of 1975, we assumed that his three member 
professional staff was busy with compliance reviews at 
other financial institutions elsewhere within his ten 
state district. 

It was not until Mr. George Fisher was assigned as 
Director of the Chicago office that we were informed that 
the format of our July 1, 1974 - June 30, 1975 plan was 
not acceptable. It came as a surprise when Mr. Fisher 
pointed out that ours was not an approved format. This 
was the first indication we had that guidelines previously 
endorsed by the Treasury and the ABAwere now being questioned 
by the OFCC. 

Mr. Fisher's discussion with us regarding the above situation 
took place at our Bank in early July, 1975. Because the 
plan being questioned was for the period July 1, 1974 - 
June 30, 1975, Mr. Fisher recommended that we use the revised 
approach in the preparation of our 7/l/75 - 6/30/76 plan 
rather than go back and re-do the plan for 7/l/74 - 6/30/75, 
a period that was already past. He told us that we would 
be notified in August of the desk audit submission officially 
required of us in September, 1975. Per Mr. Fisher's directive, 
we proceeded with the development of our plan for 75-76 
and did not revise the 1974-75 plan. 

Regarding Point (3) above which refers to complaints by a 
women's group, in early 1975 the Bank secured several pages 
of anonymous statements prepared by Women Employed and 
alleging discrimination against females at American National 
Bank. No names were included and specific dates were not 
supplied. We responded to the statements in what we thought 
was an appropriate manner and when Mr. Morval West requested 
further clarification of our position, we supplied additional 
data. 

Since that time - early in 1975 - neither the Treasury 
Department nor any other government agency has officially 
requested that we submit additional information regarding 
Women Employed's accusaticms. I assume that Treasury 
representatives covered the above charges during their 
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numerous interviews with employees the week of February 2. 
However, as I stated above, I have not been notified that 
additional action or information is required from me as 
EEO officer. 

"The Treasury official stated that the womens group 
informed Treasury that the names of aggrieved women employees 
could not be submitted to Treasury because bank management 
warned all employees not to talk with Treasury compliance 
officers." 

The above statement, by use of the term "all employees" 
implies bankwide communication, either verbally or in 
writing, to everyone employed at the Bank. This simply 
is not true. On the contrary, during compliance reviews in 
1974 and 1976, we cooperated with Treasury in scheduling 
everyone whom they selected for an interview. To the 
best of my knowledge, no manager has discouraged even one 
employee from talking to Treasury representatives. 

The only other comment I would make regarding the allegations 
of Women Employed is to question whether the statement is 
a qualified complaint under the definition in 60-1.21-1.23. 
As far as I know, no employee of or applicant to American 
National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago stated that 
Women Employed was her authorized representative. In 
addition names and dates were omitted. 

I have no other comments to add to what we covered during 
your February 11 visit. Please let me know if I can be 
of additional assistance. 

Very truly yours, 

William J. Hu 
Vice President, Personnel 
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February 17, 1976 

Mr. William L. Smith 
Assistant Director 
United States General 

Accounting Office 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Smith: 

The management of Bell Federal Savings appreciates the courtesy 
extended to us by the staff of the General Accounting Office in 
permitting our advance review of a draft section of your proposed 
report. 

We wish to cooperate with you fully and are pleased to comment 
on those portions of your report which apply to Bell Federal. 

No formal complaint relating to Bell Federal's EEO Practices 
has ever been received by Bell Federal from any individual or 
group proporting to represent any individual or from any city, 
State, or Federal agency. Until we received a copy of a portion 
of your Office's draft of a proposed report on February 12, 1976, 
no official notice that any complaints had ever been made against 
our organization by a Chicago woman public interest group was 
ever provided to us. We have been totally unaware of any com- 
plaint except for what we have read in various articles in the 
newspapers. As of this date we still have no idea regarding the 
specific nature of the complaint, the location of the alleged 
discriminatory practice or the number of employees who registered 
such a complaint. 
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Be.13 Federal's compliance program was reviewed by the 1J.S. 
Treasury Department in June of 1972 and again during August 
of 1974. Following each review a letter indicating our satis- 
factory compliance was received by the Association. Based on 
your draft report, a complaint proporting sex discrimination 
was filed against Bell in September of 1974. It is our position 
that this complaint should have been resolved in our favor from 
information contained in our August, 1974 compliance review and 
the complaintants so notified. If the complaint raised specific 
new areas of concern to the U.S. Treasury, we would have welcomed 
a prompt investigation. 

It is the stated corporate policy of Bell Federal Savings to 
comply with all phases of Revised order 4 and order 14 and we are 
entitled to a quick determination of any complaint, as is the 
complaintant. 

[See GAO note.1 

The opportunity to add our comments to your proposed report is 
appreciated. 

Yours truly, 

cc: Mr. Joseph H. Hobbs, Jr. 

GAO note: The deleted comment refers to the Association's 
suggestion for revision which has Seen incor- 
porated into the final report. 
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February 23, 1976 

Mr. Joseph Hobbs 
United States General Accounting Office 
Manpower and Welfare Division 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dear Mr. Hobbs: 

I am writing on behalf of our client, Continental Illinois 
National Bank and Trust Company of Chicago, in connection with 
those draft sections of your proposed report which you recently 
mailed to us relating to the Department of Treasury's administra- 
tion of the contract compliance program. There are several 
portions of the draft containing inaccuracies which should be 
called to your attention. 

[See GAO note, p. 104.1 
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February 23, 1976 

[See GAO note.] 

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on this pro- 
posed draft and please feel free to call me if you wish to 
discuss any matters concerning this letter in greater detail. 

Very truly yours, 

Michael F. Rosenblum 

MF'R:jf 
Encl. 
cc: Mr. William L. Smith 

Assistant Director 

GAO note: The deleted comments refer to the bank's sugges- 
tions for revision which have been incorporated 
into the final report. 
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